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ABSTRACT
Adaptive Resource Management Schemes for Web Services. (December 2009)
Heung Ki Lee, B.S., Chungnam University;
M.S., Chungnam University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Eun Jung Kim
Web cluster systems provide cost-effective solutions when scalable and reliable
web services are required. However, as the number of servers in web cluster systems
increase, web cluster systems incur long and unpredictable delays to manage servers.
This study presents the efficient management schemes for web cluster systems.
First of all, we propose an efficient request distribution scheme in web cluster
systems. Distributor-based systems forward user requests to a balanced set of waiting
servers in complete transparency to the users. The policy employed in forwarding
requests from the frontend distributor to the backend servers plays an important
role in the overall system performance. In this study, we present a proactive request
distribution (ProRD) to provide an intelligent distribution at the distributor.
Second, we propose the heuristic memory management schemes through a web
prefetching scheme. For this study, we design a Double Prediction-by-Partial-Match
Scheme (DPS ) that can be adapted to the modern web frameworks. In addition, we
present an Adaptive Rate Controller (ARC ) to determine the prefetch rate depending
on the memory status dynamically. For evaluating the prefetch gain in a server node,
we implement an Apache module.
Lastly, we design an adaptive web streaming system in wireless networks. The
rapid growth of new wireless and mobile devices accessing the internet has contributed
to a whole new level of heterogeneity in web streaming systems. Particularly, in-home
networks have also increased in heterogeneity by using various devices such as laptops,
iv
cell phone and PDAs. In our study, a set-top box(STB) is the access pointer between
the internet and a home network. We design an ActiveSTB which has a capability of
buffering and quality adaptation based on the estimation for the available bandwidth
in the wireless LAN.
vTo My Family
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Cluster systems have been increasingly applied to web servers, file distribution and
database transactions for their load sharing and high-performance capabilities. Com-
mercial servers like Google configure thousands of PCs (about 15,000 nodes) to handle
the high volume of traffic. The design of distributed web servers has been a major
research thrust to improve response times. Web clients still experience long and un-
predictable delays when retrieving web pages from the cluster systems. It has been
observed that web servers contribute to approximately 40 percent of the overall de-
lay [1], and this delay is likely to grow with the increasing use of dynamic contents.
Web cluster systems incur an additional delay in analyzing the incoming request and
forwarding the request to one of the backend servers. Therefore, the delay at the
web server is a critical component which has to be reduced to achieve performance
enhancement of web cluster systems.
For reducing the delay, previous studies can be classified into two groups: system
management [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and service design [8, 9, 10, 11]. In the system
management, it is critical to decide which node processes incoming requests. Each
backend server has a different status on memory usage and CPU workload based
on previous requests. Therefore, the design of distribution determines the overall
delay in web cluster systems. We propose an efficient distribution scheme through
grouping web requests. Other approaches in the system management reduce the
delay through preprocessing incoming requests. Preparing incoming requests achieve
the performance enhancement without new equipment. In this study, a proactive
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2web processing scheme is suggested using the relation between web requests. Service
design manages the heavy-loaded services such as web streaming. Heavy loaded
services consume a lot of memory and available bandwidth in the network. The
inefficient web service wastes the system resources and increases the delay. We propose
an estimation scheme for available resource and a management scheme for removal of
unnecessary system efforts.
In this study, we explore web cluster designs in three domains and investigate
the scheme for performance enhancement with each domain. One domain is the
design of request distribution. Among the different architectures in the cluster-based
servers, the distributor-based systems have been widely deployed as shown in Fig. 1.
The distributors determine the overall performance in web cluster systems. Another
domain is the prefetch scheme in backend servers. In Fig. 1, backend servers are
located behind distributor and process the incoming requests. The last domain is
efficient web streaming. Recent web sites provide streaming service to web users. It
is critical to know how much streaming data can be transmitted. This dissertation
includes the design studies for web cluster in the following directions.
Fig. 1. Distributor-based Web Cluster System
3A. Web Request Distribution
In locality-based request distribution schemes, the distributor contacts the dispatcher
to obtain the locality information. If the page is located in the same backend server,
the request is serviced directly. Otherwise, the distributor forwards the request to
the backend server that has a better locality for the file. The role of the dispatcher
is to specify the locality of the requested files to the distributor. The forwarding of
the requests from the distributor to the backend servers is carried out in complete
transparency to the users. A handoff protocol and TCP splicing are employed in most
cases to make the transition smooth and transparent [3, 12, 13]. The requests are
forwarded to the set of backend servers based on a certain policy. LARD (Locality
Aware Request Distribution) [3], PARD (Power Aware Request Distribution) [14]
and WRR (Weighted Round Robin) are a few of the most prolifically adopted policies.
The policies focus on improving efficiency, power conservation and load balancing,
respectively.
In this study, we present a new proactive request distribution scheme (ProRD),
which reduces the delay at the web server by bundling requests. We improve the
distribution policy by dispatching the requests based on the analysis of the log files of
web servers. The general user navigation pattern, user behavior and general website
organization are some of the critical information that is extracted from the web server
log files. This information is made available for the distributor to discern and classify
the incoming requests and perform the dispatch to the appropriate backend server.
Also, our ProRD provides memory aware request distribution which distributes in-
coming requests to the prefetch-enabled backend servers efficiently. Locality-based
distribution policy is commonly accepted to improve the performance using the lo-
cality of incoming requests. However, it may choose which non-uniform distribution
4can use up the memory at the particular backend server. Our ProRD reduces the
performance drop with the efficient memory management at cluster environments.
B. Web Prefetch Scheme
To solve the delay problem of the web cluster system, there have been many studies
[15, 16, 17, 18] on the main memory management such as web cache schemes and
web prefetch schemes. Although web cache schemes reduce the network and I/O
bandwidth consumption, they still suffer from a low hit rate, stale data and inefficient
resource management. [19] shows that an inefficient web cache management, also
called the Slashdot effect caused the crash of a major news web site. In addition,
the frequent update of web objects reduces the hit rate and disturbs the efficient web
cache management. Although web cache space is unlimited, it cannot update the
large volume of web objects properly.
Web prefetch schemes overcome the limitation of web cache mechanisms through
pre-processing contents before a user request comes. Web prefetch schemes predict
future requests through web log file analysis and prepare the expected requests before
receiving web objects. By relocating the expected web data into the memory, it can
achieve efficient resource management and increase the hit rate on memory. Compared
with web cache schemes, web prefetch schemes focus on the spatial locality of objects
when current requests are related with previous requests. Web prefetch schemes
increase the bandwidth utilization and reduce or hide the latency due to bottleneck
at the web server. However, despite these benefits, three difficulties prevent prefetch
schemes from being exploited in web cluster systems. First, it is difficult to find
which objects are related with the incoming requests. At the server side, web access
patterns are difficult to predict because of the web cache mechanism. Second, it
5is difficult to find an optimal prefetch rate. Too aggressive prefetch schemes may
hurt overall performance due to the shortage of memory. Furthermore, in modern
web frameworks, there is a trade-off between consuming available memory space and
increasing the performance of web systems. Persistent HTTP requires the dedicated
memory for web server processes even in idle time. Also, allowing multiple connections
per client may lead to the shortage of memory. Finally, a prefetch scheme in a web
cluster system should be considered along with an efficient resource management.
Inappropriate resource management drains the resource of one backend server, while
other backend servers have the available resource.
To overcome these difficulties, we design adaptive web prefetch schemes for web
cluster environments. Our prefetch schemes decide which web objects are to be
prefetched by considering memory status of the web cluster system. When processing
the incoming request, backend servers prefetch related web objects depending on the
local memory situation and report the list of the prefetched web objects to the web
distributor. Our adaptive scheme consists of two components: Double Prediction-by-
Partial-Match Scheme (DPS ) and Adaptive Rate Controller (ARC ). First, we design
a dynamic web prediction scheme called Double Prediction-by-Partial-Match Scheme
(DPS ). Web access patterns in web systems are dynamic depending on the location
of a client. When web objects are stored in an intermediate node, requests to those
cached objects do not reach the web server. Also, persistent HTTP and multiple
connections from a client eliminate time intervals between consecutive requests which
give the opportunity to prefetch web objects. In addition, the performance of the
web prefetch scheme is dependent on the workload [20]. The DPS scheme solves
the problem by providing the adaptiveness that handles the client’s random access
pattern.
Second, we suggest Adaptive Rate Controller (ARC ) that provides an adaptive
6prefetch rate at run time. In multiprocessing environments, web processes allocate
memory by their needs. In modern web frameworks, persistent HTTP improves the
performance through avoiding the frequent network connection establishment and web
server process creation. However, it requires the dedicated memory for web server
processes even in idle time. Also, a modern web client uses multiple connections to
improve the web throughput. However, it consumes a lot of memory of web servers
because several web processes are dedicated at one client. We cannot provide the
system with unlimited memory, therefore aggressive prefetch schemes can interfere
with demand requests from the same client or other clients. For improving the per-
formance of prefetch schemes, the ARC scheme prefetches web objects depending on
the memory status.
Recent works [21, 22, 23, 18] show that the unorganized and simply aggressive
web prefetch schemes cannot improve performance and even increase the processing
time of user request. Aggressive prefetch schemes also consume the memory for
prefetching useless objects at the selected server. It can cause the delay in the overall
web cluster system. Our schemes avoid the skewed distribution of requests in the web
cluster system.
C. Web Streaming Service
This research provides a solution to networking issues related to web streaming ser-
vice in the wireless home environment. Competitive pricing of home-based network
electronic devices has caused the home network to rapidly increase in complexity.
Home networks consist of various network devices from multiple vendors and dif-
ferent hardware generations that are added to the home over time. Also internet
access in home environments has significantly increased and is deeply heterogeneous.
7The rapid and widespread usage of the internet has given rise to an increase in de-
mand for web streaming service. There has been significant increase in user requests
for streaming audio/visual information over the internet in order to be accepted as
an alternative by the mass television audiences. In addition, Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs) make multimedia streams commonplace, and terminals are di-
versifying into hand-held devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptops
and audio/video players. These heterogeneous devices have different access patterns
and mobility [24].
Heterogenous multimedia streaming service has led to many technical challenges
that must be addressed in the two areas of video coding and networking. One such
method that addresses the challenge associated with multimedia streaming and net-
working is scalability. Scalability plays a crucial role in delivering the best possible
video quality over various environments [25, 26]. Even though multimedia scalable
streaming service provides various rate multimedia contents, there are still problems
in estimating the point in time to change the bit rate of the transmitted bit stream.
Estimating the available network bandwidth in a WLAN is very challenging and
crucial for multimedia streaming services. Although there can be various wireless
environments where multimedia streaming services are provided, we mainly focus on
the LAN/WAN shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, an Internet-based Set Top Box (STB)
is the interface between a wired network and a wireless network. STBs receive the
television signal, run the interactive applications and transfer the digital TV signal to
the TV. STBs are becoming key devices in home entertainment networks, not only to
receive digital television, but also as a residential gateway to deliver multiple services
as well. STBs in home networks have gained in flexibility and modularity, therefore,
the functionality of the STB may be distributed between a main device and several
peripherals, all interconnected by an Ethernet or wireless network.
8Fig. 2. Streaming Service in Wireless LAN
In scalable multimedia streaming services, it is very critical for the STB to know
the available wireless network bandwidth. The STB serves as a bottleneck for the
server and heterogeneous client devices, and the bottleneck determines the quality
of a delivered multimedia to each end-user. In a wireless network, the IEEE 802.11
protocol in Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) mode, based on CSMA/CA
algorithm, is becoming very popular. Previous works [11, 27, 28] based on the band-
width estimation of wired environments are not applicable to wireless networks that
use the DCF protocol. Multimedia streaming is a soft real-time service where each
frame is delay-sensitive. Swiftness and availability is critical for real time systems.
During bandwidth deviations, the rate of the transmitted multimedia streams should
be changed expeditiously. The accuracy of previous works, Spruce [11] and Probe-
Gap [28], is dependent on probing time and the volume of the packets for probing.
ProbeGap produces good estimates at low cross traffic rates (2 Mbps cross traf-
fic regardless of the cross traffic packet size); however, it significantly overestimates
available bandwidth when the cross traffic is high (4 Mbps cross traffic generated with
300-byte packets) [28]. Influence by cross traffic on probe packet sequences causes
probe packets in sequences to be split up or even lost. Our contribution in this study
9is two-fold. First, we suggest IdleGap, which is a bandwidth estimation tool for a
real-time system in a wireless network and is independent of cross traffic. Second, our
STB, ActiveSTB, will be to forward a partially buffered stream to a client to allow
a user to view quality playback of video, and additionally simultaneously perform
quality-adaptation to change in network bandwidth.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II explains the ProRD scheme
for enhancing the distribution policy at distributor. In Chapter III, we present the
prefetch designs in web cluster environments based on web access patterns. Chapter
IV presents some issues in web streaming scheme through wireless networks, followed
by the conclusion in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
REQUEST DISTRIBUTION
Distributor decides the overall performance of web cluster systems. Many studies
[3, 29, 14] provide the solution on performance enhancement. However, they did not
consider about the structure of web documents and the relation between requests.
A. Background
Of the various policies that are employed at the distributor, the policies that provide
better load balancing among the backend servers, better efficiency and considerable
power conservation are the most preferred. In this chapter, we would review the
existing distribution schemes including weighted round robin, locality aware request
distribution and power aware request distribution.
1. Weighted Round Robin
The choice of the policy is very critical for the efficient operation of the system. The
weighted round robin policy is applied based on the current load at the backend
servers. The policy is applied at the distributor, where the requests are forwarded
to the backend servers. The distributor maintains the record of the current load
at the backend servers and it forwards the request from the client, based on this
information. The request is forwarded to the least loaded backend server among the
bunch of servers. The request forwarding is thus weighted based on the current load
on the servers. The server that is most loaded is relieved off the load by forwarding
the requests to the least loaded server. So, at any given point of time, the load is
evenly balanced among all the available servers and thus providing very good load
balancing.
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The main drawback of the system is that it does not concern about the locality
of the requests As the system does not consider the locality of the data among the
backend servers, the even requests to same objects land up in different servers and
incur large disk latencies. This increases the response time of the servers and hence the
throughput. Considering this, power and locality based request distribution policies
have more significance.
2. Locality Aware Request Distribution
The major drawback of the weighted round robin is that it incurs a large amount of
disk latency by not considering the locality of the data in the backend server memory.
Our simulation of the weighted round robin shows that during worst case, this could
generate an unacceptable amount of disk latency in the backend server and lead to
increased response time of the server and reduced throughput. This causes large
delays to be experienced by the clients and brings down the performance of the whole
system. To overcome this, locality aware request distribution [3, 29] employs locality
based distribution policy at the distributor and strives to increase the memory hits
at the backend server rather than the disk latency.
The distributor maintains the table of previous request distribution. When a
new request arrives at the distributor, requested object is looked up in the distributor
table and the corresponding server is identified. The request is forwarded always to
that server for that particular objects. By this assignment, the request will incur
disk latency only during the first initial assignment to that backend server. The
consecutive requests of the same object end up as server memory hits, since it has
already been fetched from the disk and is now in the memory. Once the requests
starts overflowing at one of the servers, one of the least loaded servers is added to
serve the requested object and the server set for the requested object starts growing.
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Similarly, when a server becomes underutilized, a server is removed from the server
set.
But, the major drawback of the locality aware request distribution system is that
it too does not take into consideration about the multiple connections from a client
and persistent HTTP. This incurs the memory shortage of the some backend servers,
even though other backend servers have enough available memory.
3. Power Aware Request Distribution
Power aware request distribution takes a great consideration to reduce power con-
sumption of the cluster system, and hence, power aware request distribution [14] is
the most efficient policy in terms of power saving among the three policies. Power
aware request distribution employs the ON-OFF Model; any backend server, which is
idle, is turned off, and backend servers are turned on whenever they are required to
serve requests. In [14], they assume that power is equal to its maximum power when
it is ON and simply zero when it is OFF. Turning off unused server is considered to
be the best way to save power. However, this policy brings more number of disk la-
tency than locality aware request distribution scheme. Whenever backend servers are
turned ON, the data stored in the backend server memory is completely deleted. This
causes a lot of disk latency as distributor forwards requests to the backend servers.
Furthermore, there are startup delay and shutdown delay when backend servers are
turned ON and OFF, respectively. While the startup delay results during the booting
up of the operating System, the shutdown delay is a period between pruning the idle
backend server from service mode and shutting it down. E. V. Carrera et al., [2] have
proposed a technique to conserve energy in network servers using a multi-speed disk
technology. The idea is to use two disks with different speed to emulate a multi-speed
disk. Thus multi-speed disk concepts need to be applied to achieve this kind of op-
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timization. When the load is hits higher than a pre-defined threshold, the disk with
fast response time serves it, and vice versa. E. Pinheiro et al., [30] have proposed
a dynamic cluster reconfiguration technique., to bring down the energy consumption
in servers. In this technique, a cluster node is dynamically added or removed to the
cluster system based on the their purpose.
B. Motivation
1. Distributor Based Web Cluster System
Among different architectures in the web cluster system, the distributor-based systems
have been widely adopted as shown in Fig. 1. These systems have a web distributor
that forwards the requests to any of the backend servers. The web distributor selects
the backend server based on its own policy. Forwarding of the requests from the
distributor to the backend servers is carried out in complete transparency with the
web users using Handoff protocol and TCP splicing scheme. Locality Aware Request
Distribution (LARD) [3, 29], Power Aware Request Distribution (PARD) [14] and
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) are a few of the most prolifically adopted policies,
which focus on improving efficiency, power conservation and load balance respectively.
Locality-based request distribution forms the heart of the system. The policy
that we use mimics the LARD [3, 29] system. The distributor reads the header of
the incoming requests and looks up the distributor table to determine the locality of
the file among the backend servers. Once a backend server is chosen, the distribu-
tor forwards the request to that backend server and hands-off the connection. The
backend server then replies back to the requesting client with the requested file. The
choice of the backend server depends on the lookup at the distributor table and the
current load conditions at the server. The algorithm uses the load thresholds for
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determining the load conditions at the backend server. Loadlow stands for the lower
load threshold, below which the server is considered to be underutilized. Similarly,
Loadhigh stands for the higher load threshold, above which the server is considered to
be heavily loaded. It increases the locality on each backend server.
On power conservation standpoint, many researchers have previously proposed
schemes to tackle power consumption. E. Pinheiro et al., [30] proposed a dynamic
cluster reconfiguration technique to bring down the power consumption in servers. In
Power-Aware Request Distribution (PARD) [14], a simple power scheme was adopted
to conserve power. It used a simple ON-OFF Model, where any backend server,
which was idle, was turned OFF. And backend servers were turned ON whenever
the demand for service increased. However, this policy suffered from a performance
viewpoint. PARD does not have performance enhancement measures and also reduced
the locality of the files by wiping off the contents of the memory which is being turned
OFF. Startup delay and cold miss of a server to turn ON from OFF state could incur
the degradation of the performance at web cluster system.
2. HTTP 1.0 vs HTTP 1.1
When web client requests a HTML document, the requests to main object and its
embedded objects are sending to web server sequentially. For releasing the overhead
on web transactions, HTTP 1.1 provides two schemes including persistent-HTTP
and web pipeline as default. In HTTP 1.0, each request requires the separate TCP
connections, while multiple web requests over HTTP 1.1 can be processed at a time.
In addition, HTTP 1.1 save the workload to manage the TCP connections in web
hosts such as clients, proxies and servers. However, HTTP 1.1 makes it difficult for
web distributor to read each requested file. Web distributor can read only the first
request and distribute it with locality. Other following requests should be distributed
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into the backend server to take care of the first request. These following requests over
HTTP 1.1 drop the locality in the web cluster system which increased the response
time for the requests. The enhancement of the locality of the forwarded requests save
the response time in web cluster systems. Also, prefetching and data placement at
the backend server enhance the performance of web cluster systems. In this study,
we propose a new proactive request distribution (ProRD) scheme, which reduces the
delay at cluster-based web server by bundling requests and prefetching them.
3. Layer-4 Switches and Layer-7 Switches
In the web cluster system, each node has their own address and process the forwarded
requests and web switch can access the each node using their address. Web switch
decides the overall performance in web cluster system. Therefore, various scheme
are suggested to improve the performance in web cluster system. We can classify
the switch techniques into two groups based on protocol stacks where web switch
decides which backend nodes processes the incoming requests. First group is that web
switch distributed the incoming requests in the layer 4, while other groups decides the
backend node to process the incoming requests in the layer 7. Two schemes provide
the different switching schemes based on the different policy.
In the Layer-4 scheme, web switch preform web switch with the ignorance about
the requested web objects. When clients send requests into the web server, they
should establish the TCP connection. When web switch receives the TCP SYN
packet from clients, web switch decides which backend server processes the incoming
requests. It can save the distribution time in web switch, because web switch do not
need to access the contests. However, they cannot provide the intelligent distribution
depending on the requested objects.
After extracting the name of requested objects, Layer-7 web switch decides which
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backend nodes process the incoming requests. Therefore, web switch should process
the TCP connection from clients, and establish the connection to the backend servers.
Web switch cannot provide the fast distribution such as Layer-4 web switch. It takes
time to process TCP connection and decode the HTTP packets from clients. However,
Layer-7 switch can provide the intelligent distribution based on the requested objects.
They can increase the locality of requested file.
The main difference of two schemes are the connection management. In the layer-
4 scheme, web switch just forwards the packet through one TCP connection such as
router. Therefore, packets from clients can send to the backend server directly, and
also backend server can reply to the client without the assistance. However, Layer-7
switch provides the separate TCP connections between client and server. The packets
from clients are decoded by Layer-7 web switch and web switch wraps it following by
the HTTP protocol stack.
4. Web Server on Kernel Mode
For minimizing the processed event, web server was working in the kernel mode. In
the general web system, kernel detected the receiving event from network device.
After completion of three-way TCP handshake, kernel received the data with user
request then copy received data to user area. Besides, process and response of end-
user’s request lead the transition between kernel mode and user mode. For saving
the switch time between kernel mode and user mode, web server cached web contents
on the kernel mode [31, 32]. Scalable Web Cache (SWC) [31] working on windows
2000 TCP/IP, while kHTTPd [32] and Tux [1] handled socket interface in Linux.
kHTTPd could not handle dynamic contents, so it needed the back up server to
handle dynamic contents. TUX was the integrated web server in operating system
and could handle even dynamic contents. In [33], even though the rate of dynamic
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contents and static contents in the workload determined the speed of request, TUX
outperformed other web servers in static contents.
C. Proactive Request Distribution (ProRD)
Layer-7 web switch scheme provide the intelligent distribution scheme. But, it suffers
from the distribution delay. Our ProRD scheme save the distribution time while it
provides the efficient distribution using web structures.
1. Distribution Policy
Our ProRD scheme provides two policy to improve the performance of the web cluster
systems. First of all, a ProRD classifies the incoming requests into groups including
main request and sub requests. And it provides the selective distribution. Secondly,
they provides the memory aware request distribution to avoid the creation of new
web processes.
a. Group Request Distribution
From our observation, web clients send requests for embedded objects and expected
web pages immediately after the requests to main object are replied from the backend
server. To release the overhead at the web distributor, ProRD distributes the bundle
of requests into the same backend server. In general, the web log files contain the
history of user requests that let us know the relations between the main page and
the embedded object, the user navigation patterns and the classification of web pages
according to user requests. Based on the extracted information, the web distributor
in a ProRD scheme can distribute a bundle of requests, rather than only one request.
Like the locality distribution scheme [3, 29], our ProRD scheme stores the dis-
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tribution information in their own memory. Also, our ProRD scheme distributes the
requests into the backend server that processed the previous requests to the same
objects. This scheme can increases the locality using the distribution information.
When requests are distributed, web switch extracts the requested object and search
the requested object in the the table for distribution information. It takes time
to search the previous distribution information and re-establish TCP connection to
backend server in the cluster. ProRD avoids the full distribution to the whole re-
quests from client. The embedded objects are followed by the main object, therefore
ProRD distributes the only main objects and just forwards the embedded objects to
the backend server that process the main object.
When backend server provide the prefetch scheme to decrease the response time,
ProRD scheme receives the prefetched objects from backend server and stores the
information. It forwards the requests to the backend server that prefetched the re-
quested objects based on the stored information. If distributor does not provide the
prefetched information. Prefetch scheme in backend server leads the miss to increas-
ing response time and wasting the bandwidth between memory and disk, the ProRD
scheme can save response time to web users in prefetch hit.
In Fig. 3, when HTML document A is requested on the established persistent
HTTP, the embedded objects in HTML document A are prefetched to the memory
on the backend server. It saves the response time the following requests to embed-
ded objects. When requests to embedded objects are incoming, the backend server
then replies to web user based on prefetched embedded objects. As web objects are
prefetched on the prefetch memory of the backend servers, the list of the prefetched
files are updated at the distributor. When the load of the server exceeds threshold, a
ProRD selects a new backend server for the migration of the prefetched web objects
from the heavy-loaded backend.
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Fig. 3. Distribution in ProRD
b. Memory Aware Request Distribution (MARD)
As in Fig. 4, there are two groups of nodes in a web cluster system; web distributor
and backend nodes. A web distributor forwards incoming requests to backend servers
based on its policy. In our simulation, a distributor uses a locality-based distribution
and TCP splicing scheme.
In process-based web servers such as Apache or ISS, there are several idle pro-
cesses waiting for new clients. When there are inefficient idle processes, the web server
creates a new web process and consumes the memory space which could be used to
cache file otherwise. Therefore, unnecessary web processes decrease the benefit of the
buffer cache in the web server. To avoid the skewed distribution, a ProRD checks
the number of idle web processes of backend servers. Our ProRD does not forward
a new request to those with inefficient idle process. A ProRD prevents the memory
shortage due to too many web processes that decrease the cached or prefetched web
objects.
Web distributor updates the distribution table after distribution of the incoming
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request and the acquisition of prefetch information. When distributor has the history
information or prefetch information, the requests are forwarded into the connected
backend server that satisfy the load and the number of connections. If not, distributor
selects the optimal backend server for incoming request and store distribution history
into distribution table for next decision.
Fig. 4. Web Prefetch Cluster System
2. Diagram of Distribution
Because the distributor of a web cluster system is the bottleneck of the system, an
efficient distribution policy is critical to improve the performance of the system. In
a ProRD, the distribution policy is composed of several steps. In Fig. 5, the white
boxes show the procedure for previous LARD schemes. The light grey boxes and dark
grey box are for ProRD without MARD and ProRD with MARD, respectively.
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First, the distributor reads the incoming request. Fig. 5 illustrates the steps
involved in distributing the incoming requests. The first step is shown as ’read the
incoming request’ process in Fig. 5. At the second step, ProRD classify the requests
into two groups including main objects and embedded objects. When the incoming
requests are for the embedded objects and already establish TCP connection with
one backend server, the requests are just forwarding to the already selected backend
server. The distributor selects a backend server based on a record of prefetched
objects and previous distributions at the third step. Before forwarding the incoming
requests, they checks the selected backend servers. When the number of connections
exceeds the threshold or number of the idle web processes are not enough, ProRD
finds the other backend servers. Finally, a ProRD does not find the backend server
to process the incoming requests in the previous steps, it checks whether the request
is the first request or not after TCP establishment. When the request is not first, the
incoming request is just forwarded into the already selected backend server. If not, a
ProRD distributes the incoming request into the least loaded backend server. When
the content is not available on the memory of the backend server, the requests incur
misses.
Our ProRD avoids the shortage of the memory, then increases the hit rate on
the memory and decreases the number of dispatch hits dramatically and improves
the performance of the cluster system.
D. Experimental Results
The simulation model consists of a distributor and backend servers. Our model is
scalable to any number of backend servers and we show that results are consistent
with 4 to 12 backend servers. The model emulates a real-time cluster system with
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Fig. 5. Flow Chart for Distribution in ProRD
request queues at the distributor and the backend servers.
1. Switch Time Measurement
For estimation of the elapsed time for web switching, we modify the real web switch
program, ’Layer-7 Web Switch’. When the incoming requests are coming into the
web cluster, web switch process it following the one of four cases including ’switch
hit’, ’switch miss but reuse’, ’switch miss and reconnect’ and ’switch forward’. When
the web switch find the previous switch information then just forwards the incoming
requests to the backend server followed by previous information. In ’switch miss but
reuse’ and ’switch miss and reconnect’, web switch should re-distribute the incoming
requests into other backend server at even the ’switch hit’. In the ’switch miss but
reuse’, web switch selects the previous backend server, so they just reuse the TCP
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connections with backend server. However, web switch selects the other backend
server at the ’switch miss and reconnect’ and requires the new TCP connection with
the selected backend server. The ’switch forward’ is for the ’Layer-4 web switch’.
Table I. Switch Elapsed Time
Switch Hit Switch Miss But Reuse Switch Miss And Reconnect Switch Forward
90.444 MS 92.088 MS 2362.927 MS 40 MS
Table I shows the elapsed time for web switch. We install the simple client and
modified web switch at the machine and forward the incoming requests into other
computer. Computer has Intel Core 2 duo processors and two GB memory. The
whole computers are connected by the 100 Mbps Ethernet.
A simple web client sends the requests to the web switch, then web switch for-
wards the incoming requests into backend server. After receiving it, the backend
server replies the dummy packet into the web switch. Finally, web switch forwards
the packets from web server into simple web clients. We test 1000 requests using the
implemented machine at each case. The ’Switch Forward’ provides the web switch
without analysing web contents. And, the ’Switch Forward’ can save the contents de-
livery between kernel and user. The elapsed time of ’Switch Miss But Reuse’ added
the time for the distribution decision and the elapsed time of ’Switch Hit’. But,
the decision time is not distinguishable. However, it takes time to re-establish TCP
connections with other backend server.
2. Simulation
Simulations have been carried out by implementing the proposed algorithms using the
CSim [36] and DiskSim [34]. The program is a scalable, user configurable cluster with
realistic system and disk queues. Additionally, we have implemented the round robin
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Table II. Simulation Parameters (Request Distribution Simulation)
Backend Server
Parameter Value
Physical Memory 512 MB
Kernel Space 100 MB
Web Process Size 20 MB
Disk Latency Provided by DiskSim [34]
Memory Latency (Hit) 500 Mbps
Network Latency 100 Mbps
Web Distributor
Switch Hit/miss/forward in Table I
Session Time 15 Seconds [35]
Web Client
Concurrent Connection Up to 4
scheme, the original LARD scheme, the persistent LARD, the ProRD without MARD
scheme and a ProRD with MARD scheme. The simulation code emulates a cluster
system, which takes any log file in common log format as the input. The log files used
for the simulations are the request logs to the Texas A&M University CS department
website, NASA and ClarkNet log files. The following metrics are closely monitored
for evaluating the performance of the system: Average Response Time, Hit Rate
and Access Time. We compare our policy, ProRD with MARD and ProRD without
MARD, against the existing distribution scheme including round robin, the original
LARD and the persistent LARD. The original LARD and the persistent LARD are
suggested for increasing the locality, while we design ProRD without MARD that
avoids the web process creation.
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Table II shows the configuration in the simulation for evaluating the ProRD
system. The physical memory in the system is 512 MB. Kernel consumes the 100 MB
in the memory. We assume that web process is created at each incoming request and
requires 20 MB. We embedded the ’DiskSim’ simulator in our simulator to configure
the disk access time. It takes 500 Mbps for web process to access a page in the
memory, while transmission speed of the LAN is 100 Mbps. The connection between
web client and server has sustained 15 seconds without web transaction. Also, web
client can establish multiple connections with web server. We assume that web client
establish four connections with web server.
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Fig. 6. Response Time under Various Distribution Schemes
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Fig. 6 shows the response time under distribution scheme. X axes show the
distribution scheme and Y axes stand for the response time. In the X axes, the
’RR’, the ’Ori-LARD’ and the ’P-LARD’ are the existing distribution schemes and
show round robin, original LARD and persistent LARD, respectively. ’N-ProRD ’
and ’M-ProRD ’ stands for ProRD without MARD and ProRD with MARD. Even
though the round robin scheme provides the fast distribution to the incoming requests,
the overall response time is increasing. It does not care the requested contents and
lose the locality of cluster system. The original LARD and the persistent LARD
distribution scheme provide the short response time, because they provide the high
locality for requests distribution. However, it can cause the unequal load balance and
the shortage of the memory. Finally, it loses the data from the memory. Even though
ProRD without MARD increases the performance for avoiding the unnecessary web
process creation. Our ProRD with MARD provides the fast distribution and high
locality.
In Fig. 7, ProRD and extended LARD schemes show the high hit on the memory.
Both of them can provides the high locality that increase the number of hit. But,
the extended LARD schemes checks the every requests from client. It can make
the overhead on the distributor. The persistent-HTTP reuse the TCP connections,
therefore client can send several requests into web cluster. The extended LARD
should distribute all of them one by one. The round robin scheme loses the chance
to improve the performance because they do not care about the requested contents.
The original LARD and persistent LARD scheme increases the unequal distribution
of the incoming requests and cause the shortage of the memory.
Fig. 8 shows standard deviation of the number of the requests that are processed
at backend server. To process the incoming request, the round robin scheme just
selects the node one by one. But, the standard deviate of the round-robin scheme
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Fig. 7. Number of Hits
is not zero. The reason is that the client using the persistent-HTTP clients can
send the different number of requests in one TCP connection. The original LARD
and the persistent LARD increase the unequal distribution. The persistent LARD
re-distribute the every requests, so it increase the unequal distribution. Our ProRD
shows the low standard deviation that shows the good load-balance in the web cluster
system.
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CHAPTER III
WEB PREFETCH SCHEME
A. Background
Prefetch scheme is used in various area for performance enhancement of the web
cluster system. Especially, the performance of web systems are improved through
web prefetch scheme. Prefetch schemes are composed of two sub schemes including
prediction schemes and management schemes.
1. Web Prefetch Schemes
Web prefetch schemes are roughly classified into two groups; short-term prefetch
schemes and long-term prefetch schemes. Short-term prefetch schemes predict future
requests based on the recent historical information. [37] proposes the prefetch algo-
rithm for a general file system. [38, 39] predict the next incoming requests using the
N-th order Markov models. [39] suggests heuristic schemes to reduce high complexity
at a multi-level Markov models.
The Prediction-by-Partial-Match (P.P.M.) models complement N-th Markov model.
The order of the Markov model increases not only the accuracy but also the complex-
ity at the same time. P.P.M. schemes predict the future incoming requests using the
top-n related objects [4, 40, 6] or objects with confident threshold [41, 42, 43]. In
[40], they search the long sequences for frequently accessed patterns. [44] suggests
dynamic P.P.M. models. The recent research evaluates the prediction schemes [7, 20].
The long-term prefetch scheme defines clusters of web objects using access pat-
terns, then prefetches web objects in the unit of a cluster. [45, 46] provide replacement
policies for Content Distribution Network (CDN) platform, while [47, 48] suggest the
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replacement algorithm for mobile environments. [49] provides a hierarchical cluster-
ing system that groups search results into several folders. In [50], a divide-and-merge
scheme creates the cluster of web objects by combinational approaches between top-
down and bottom-up schemes. [51] suggests the modified proxy model to prefetch
the embedded objects from the web server. [52] provides a web cluster scheme using
a vector model and semantic power.
Hybrid prefetch schemes integrate the short-term prefetch based on the Markov
model and the long-term prefetch using cluster scheme. [53] suggests the combi-
national prediction scheme of existing models including Markov models, sequential
association rules, association rules and cluster schemes. [54] generates Significant
Usage Patterns based on abstraction techniques and also provides the path between
Significant Usage Patterns using the Markov model. [55, 56, 57] create the cluster
based on their policy including Expectation-Maximization [56], CitationCluster [55]
or K-means cluster scheme [57]. After generating the cluster, they use the Markov
model to find the relationship between clusters of web objects. Although the hybrid
scheme provides the benefit of both short-term and long-term schemes, it does not
support the memory-consuming modern web frameworks.
2. System Prefetch Schemes
System prefetching techniques are widely studied for improving the system perfor-
mance including system design approaches, compiler-aided approaches and dynamic
approaches.
System design approaches improve the performance of memory management
through prefetching scheme. [58] analyzes the workload on the virtual channels and
suggests the management scheme for virtual channel buffers, while [15] provides the
management framework for prefetch that divides the main system memory. [59] pro-
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vides the two separate queues for holding sequential data and random-accessed data.
In [16], the researches evaluate the four sequential prefetching algorithms. They use
the threshold value for reducing the two non-beneficial effects from sequential prefetch
including cache pollution and prefetch wastage. In compiler-aided approaches, the
compiler makes the information for prefetching, then the helper thread organizes the
prefetch based on compiler-generated information. [60] suggests the hybrid prefetch
schemes between software prefetch schemes and hardware. The compiler generates
the five classes of hints that the prefetch engine used for the prefetch. In [61], the
compiler builds the acyclic blocks for the prefetch where the embedded information
is used for handling pointer-intensive application. [17] provides the compiler that
generates the pre-computing slice (p-slice) for handling inter-threaded dependencies.
After generating the p-slice, it selects the spawning pair based on the dependency of
p-slice for increasing the parallelism.
The dynamic schemes provides the adaptiveness at run time using hardware
monitoring or preprocessing information. [62] optimizes the helper thread on CMP
environments. They assign the helper threads on the idle processor and control the
threads including the main thread and the helper thread using the shared memory.
In [63], they provide the dynamic scheme to optimize the prefetch and control the
helper thread based on the hardware information [64] minimizes the overhead of
dynamic prefetching scheme using the co-location between the helper thread and the
main thread. [23, 18] provide the optimal prefetch scheme for multi-level cache
environments through optimizing low-level prefetching with the awareness of upper-
level prefetching. [65] provides the Karma that supports the optimal cache solution
by minimizing the overall disk access time.
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B. Motivation
Many studies [42, 45, 7, 20, 44, 46, 51] have been carried out to design effective web
prefetch mechanisms. However, existing prefetch schemes fail to provide a solution
that is suitable for modern web frameworks. They do not perform well in conjunction
with persistent HTTP, web cache schemes or request distribution schemes in a cluster
environment.
1. HTTP 1.1 Framework
The HTTP 1.1. framework gives the small chance to prefetch embedded objects
because of web pipeline. Generally, an HTML file contains a number of embedded
objects. Web clients request the main HTML file to a server, then receive it. After
analyzing the received main HTML file, web clients make the list of its embedded
objects in the received main HTML file and request them to the web server. With
HTTP 1.0, web clients establish new connection whenever it requests an object. A
client with HTTP 1.1 reuses a connection for multiple requests using persistent HTTP.
In Fig. 9, a web client with HTTP 1.0 has intervals between requests, while there
is only one interval between the main object and its embedded objects with HTTP
1.1. These intervals between requests allow the web server to predict and prefetch the
next requested web objects. In HTTP 1.0, there are intervals between consecutive
requests that give the chance to prefetch the predicted embedded objects, while HTTP
1.1 makes it difficult to prefetch them. Web servers using HTTP 1.1, therefore, can
prefetch embedded objects in the interval between the request to main object and the
requests to embedded objects.
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Fig. 9. Persistent HTTP and Web Pipeline
2. Web Cache Scheme in Cluster Environments
Incoming access pattern to the main object and the embedded objects in the web
cluster server is random, while requests to the embedded objects follow request to
the main object sequentially at clients or proxy servers. In general, web clients request
the whole related embedded objects after processing the main object. However, we
observe that only some embedded objects are requested after the main object. Table
III shows the request frequencies of ten embedded objects after requesting ’main.html’
in Computer Science and Engineering at Texas A&M University. Five embedded
objects are frequently requested, while others have less than hundred requests.
One reason is that proxy servers provide some objects to the client directly if the
requested objects are in the cache. The requests replied by the proxy server will not
be transferred to the web server. In addition, the configuration of the web documents
such as duration time and random objects can make the inequality of web access
pattern. This random access pattern causes the misprediction. The misprediction
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does not only lose the chance to enhance the performance but also wastes the I/O
and network bandwidth.
Table III. The Frequency of Request to the Embedded Objects
Index Name Request
1 /html4/front.css 517
2 /html4/global.css 517
3 /images/bin.jpg 477
4 /images/header.jpg 473
5 /images/LOOK.gif 446
6 /images/random/01 75
7 /images/random/06 69
8 /images/random/07 66
9 /images/random/09 66
10 /images/random/010 62
3. Web Prefetch Scheme in Cluster Environments
The distribution policy has influence on the effectiveness of the prefetch scheme in the
web cluster system. The distribution policy in a web cluster system plays a crucial
role in system performance [3, 29, 14]. Especially, the locality-based request distri-
bution schemes [3, 29] enhance the performance of the web cluster systems through
the efficient memory management of backend servers. When a client establishes one
connection, prefetch schemes can be exploited in locality based distribution scheme.
However, admission control for multiple connections per client, which is a new feature
of HTTP 1.1, increases the difficulty of prefetching in web cluster environments. A
web cluster handles multiple connections from the same client independently. There-
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fore, different backend servers in the web cluster reply to the same client. When a
backend server prefetches the predicted objects, it is not guaranteed that the next
incoming request will be forwarded to the backend server which has the web objects
through prefetch. To handle multiple connections, the distributor should keep the
prefetch information in the backend server of the web cluster system.
Moreover, the locality-based schemes with prefetching fail to achieve load bal-
ancing. The more files are prefetched at the backend servers, the more requests are
forwarded to them. It results in consuming available memory space in the backend
servers, and degrading the performance of the web cluster systems. A simply ag-
gressive prefetch scheme may increase the inequality of request distribution and drop
performance in web the cluster systems dramatically.
C. Adaptive Web Prefetch Scheme
To overcome the difficulty of the prefetch scheme at web cluster system, it is required
the adaptive management scheme in web cluster environments. Prefetch schemes are
composed of prediction of incoming requests and rate control of prefetch. We propose
the adaptive prediction and rate control in web cluster systems using double P.P.M.
scheme (DPS ) and adaptive rate controller (ARC ).
1. Double P.P.M. Scheme (DPS )
Although the previous works [57, 56, 55] provide hybrid schemes which lie between
short-term and long-term approaches, they do not consider the modern web frame-
works and cluster environments. At the server’s side, access patterns are dynamic
depending on the location of web clients and configuration of objects. The prefetch
scheme at the server’s side must be able to tolerate the randomness of access patterns.
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Fig. 10. Double P.P.M. Scheme
We propose a two-level hybrid scheme, referred to as DPS. DPS handles the
main and embedded objects in different ways. Fig. 10 shows how DPS finds the
relationship between web objects from web log files. For the first step, DPS classifies
web objects into a number of groups each of which consists of one main object and its
related embedded objects. During the grouping of web objects, DPS makes the record
of the intra-section relationship defined by the request frequency of embedded objects
after the request of the main object. DPS differentiates a the main object from the
embedded objects according to the file extensions. Web objects with file extension
such as ’html’, ’php’ and ’jsp’ are classified into main objects. In Fig. 10, gray circles,
white circles and arrows denote main objects, embedded objects and relationships,
respectively. Each arrow has a prediction value which shows the probability that
the request of an embedded object will follow that of a main object. In Fig. 10,
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DPS finds three groups including ’A’, ’B’ and ’C’. In the second step, DPS searches
for the inter-section relationship between groups. DPS focuses on only the access
to main objects that is representative of the group. In this step, DPS defines the
access to main objects as the access to their corresponding groups. In Fig. 10, DPS
detects two access patterns to main objects including ’A → B → C’ and ’A → C →
B’. Although access patterns are changed by the web cache or configuration of web
objects, DPS can find access patterns of objects accurately.
2. Adaptive Rate Controller (ARC )
Using the relationship information provided byDPS, Adaptive Rate Controller (ARC )
calculates the prefetch rate dynamically. It determines which objects should be
prefetched considering memory status. Memory is one of the critical resources in
web server system. Aggressive prefetch schemes does not always guarantee the per-
formance enhancement.
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Fig. 11. Prefetch Efficiency
Fig. 11 shows the response time over the variable hit rate of the prefetched
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data. We use 100 file groups for each file size; 1MB, 100KB, 10KB and 1KB. A file
group includes 20 files of the same size. A client selects one group, and then generates
requests to two files in the group at an interval of 2 seconds. After processing the
first incoming request, the web server prefetches one file from the disk. The client
creates the requests to the prefetched object or non-prefetched object according to the
test configurations. With less than 10% hit rates, it takes longer than non-prefetch
scheme. This result proves that the inefficient memory management degrades the
performance in the web server system. It is a critical problem to figure out which
files are prefetched in the memory.
We should formulate system improvements considering disk workloads and mem-
ory status. The following equation shows the access improvement.
P = RT −RT ′ , (3.1)
where RT and RT
′
are the average response time without prefetching the predicted
object and the average response time with prefetching the predicted object, respec-
tively. ARC manages the prefetch memory for P in equation (3.1) to be positive. A
web server is modeled by employing an M/G/1 round-robin queuing system where
web server processes share one CPU and disk. Also, all cached pages in buffer cache
have the same access probability in the future. First, the average response time (RT )
in a web system is
RT = Hsys × Tmem + (1−Hsys)× Tdisk, (3.2)
where Hsys, Tmem and Tdisk are the hit rate of memory, memory transmission and disk
response time, respectively. Tdisk is the disk response time denoted by (DS)/(1− ρ),
where DS is the disk service time and ρ is the disk utilization. Disk utilization, ρ, is
the miss rate of memory multiplied by the disk service time, DS. The miss rate of
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memory is λ× (1−Hsys), where λ is the request rate to a page.
When requests hit on memory, requested pages are located in the prefetch mem-
ory or the buffer cache. Thus, Hsys is Hpref + Hbuf , where Hpref is the hit rate of
prefetch memory and Hbuf is the hit rate of buffer cache. We drive equation (3.2) to
equation (3.3) as follows.
RT = (Hpref +Hbuf )× Tmem + Fsys × DS
∆
, (3.3)
where Fsys is the miss rate of memory, the same as 1−Hsys. ∆ is 1− λ×Fsys×DS.
Hpref and Hbuf are the hit rates of prefetch memory and buffer cache, respectively.
When the requested page misses on memory, the response time becomes (DS)/∆,
which is greater than zero. Also, DS and ∆ are greater than zero.
∆ = 1− λ× Fsys ×DS > 0 (3.4)
When there is not enough space to prefetch related files, operating systems re-
move some cached objects in buffer cache to increase available memory space. It
increases the hit rate of prefetch memory, while decreasing the hit rate of buffer
cache. After prefetching related files, the average response time (RT
′
) is defined as
below.
RT
′
= (Hpref
′
+Hbuf
′
)× Tmem + Fsys′ × DS
∆′
(3.5)
where Hpref
′
, Hbuf
′
and Fsys
′
are the hit rate of prefetch memory, the hit rate of buffer
cache and the miss rate of memory, respectively. ∆
′
is 1 − λ′ × Fsys′ × DS, where
λ
′
is the request rate to a page. When the requested page misses, the response time
becomes (DS)/(1 − λ′ × Fsys′ × DS), which is greater than zero. Also, DS and ∆′
are greater than zero.
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∆
′
= 1− λ′ × Fsys′ ×DS > 0 (3.6)
The access time to cached objects in memory is negligible, therefore Tmem becomes
zero. We rewrite equation (3.1) as below.
P = RT −RT ′ = DS × (Fsys ×∆
′ − Fsys′ ×∆)
∆×∆′ (3.7)
For P in equation (3.7) to be positive, ∆, ∆
′
, DS and Fsys ×∆′ − Fsys′ ×∆ should
be also positive. In equations (3.4) and (3.6), ∆ and ∆
′
are greater than zero. DS is
positive, because it is the disk service time. Therefore, Fsys×∆′−Fsys′×∆ should be
greater than zero. In equation (3.5), ∆
′
is 1−λ′×Fsys′×DS. Fsys×∆′−Fsys′×∆ > 0
is rewritten as below.
Fsys − λ′ × Fsys′ × Fsys ×DS − Fsys′
+ λ× Fsys′ × Fsys ×DS > 0 (3.8)
Web prefetch system processes not only demanded requests but also prefetch
requests. Therefore, λ
′
is the sum of λ for demanded requests and λpref for prefetch
requests. We rewrite inequality (3.8) to (3.9).
Fsys
′
<
Fsys
1 + λpref × Fsys ×DS (3.9)
Fsys
′
is 1−Hpref ′−Hbuf ′ , where Hpref ′ and Hbuf ′ are the hit rates of prefetch memory
and buffer cache, respectively. We assume the cached objects have the same prob-
ability to be accessed in the future. Therefore, all pages in buffer cache contribute
uniformly to the Hbuf . When N(B) pages are in buffer cache, each page contributes
(Hbuf )/(N(B)) to the cache hit ratio. When more objects are prefetched, Hpref
′
in-
creases. Hpref
′
is the sum of Hpref and Hpred where Hpred is the prediction value of
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prefetched files.
Hpred > 1 − Hpref −Hbuf × N(B)−N(R)
N(B)
− Fsys
1 + λpref × Fsys ×DS , (3.10)
where N(B) and N(R) are the buffer cache size and the released buffer size for
prefetched object, respectively. To maximize the performance improvement, our web
predictor monitors the hit rate and size of the buffer cache, and then prefetches web
objects which satisfy inequality (3.10). We get prediction values from DPS, while the
hit rate and size of buffer cache are obtained using PAPI [66] and ’meminfo’ in Linux
Kernel.
D. Prefetch Memory Management
For management of prefetch memory, our prefetch scheme has two hash tables; one
table obtains the information for the transition graph generated by DPS and the
other table includes the information for the prefetched file on the user memory. The
transition table helps the prefetch process to predict the future requests. In Fig.
12, the prefetch table has the prediction values that show access probability to the
prefetched objects. There are prefetch process in the backend nodes that manages to
prefetch the predicted objects.
A web server has two kinds of processes; web server processes and web prefetch
process. Web processes handle the incoming requests and web prefetch process sup-
ports the prefetch scheme for the next incoming requests. In the memory of backend
servers, there are four space groups including system area, web server process area,
prefetch memory area and buffer cache area. System area is used for system man-
agement processes such as kernel, network management processes, I/O management
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Fig. 12. Web Prefetch Memory Management
processes and security management processes. Web server process area is for running
web server processes. Prefetch memory area holds the prefetched objects and prefetch
information, and buffer cache area keeps files for the improvement of the performance
of I/O. Our ARC increases the efficiency of I/O.
1. Insertion of Web Objects to Prefetch Memory
After replying the requested file to the client, the prefetch process predicts the file
which can be requested in the future. After making the list of the predicted files, the
prefetch process checks whether the file is already prefetched or not in the prefetch
table. If it is already prefetched, the prediction value of the prefetched object is
increased. If not prefetched, the prefetch process reads from the buffer cache area or
the disk and stores them it in the prefetch memory. After prefetching the predicted
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file, the prefetch process reports the list of the prefetched files to the distributor.
In Fig. 12, the web process 1 prefetches two web objects including ’front.jpg’ and
’back.jpg’, while the web process 5 prefetched only the file ’front.jpg’.
2. Deletion of Web Objects from Prefetch Memory
After terminating the web connection to access, the prediction value of the prefetch
file is decreased. If the prediction value is 0, the prefetched file is deleted from the
prefetch memory. In Fig. 12, if connections with the ’web proc 1’ and the ’web proc
9’ are terminated, ’back.jpg’ is deleted from the prefetched memory.
3. Retrieval of Web Objects from Prefetch Memory
When a new request is incoming, the web predictor checks whether the requested
object is already prefetched or not. If the requested web object is prefetched, the
prefetch process gives the access point of the prefetched file to the web server. Then,
the web server processes the incoming request without disk access. If not, the web
server handles incoming requests as normal.
E. Performance Evaluation
1. System Configuration
Our simulator is composed of two days of web traces, a web analyzer and a web
cluster simulator. The web analyzer obtains the relation information based on the
first day’s web traces. Then, the web cluster simulator simulates prefetch schemes
using the second day’s web traces and the information from the web analyzer.
Fig. 13 shows the detailed kernel components related with file I/O operation.
We design the memory management module in the web cluster system running on the
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Fig. 13. Kernel Components in Disk I/O Operation
Linux kernel 2.6. When the web server processes access web objects including files
through the kernel, kernel components work together to improve I/O performance.
The buffer cache releases the overhead of disks reducing the number of I/O requests
to disks. The I/O prefetch module reads consecutive blocks in advance, while I/O
cluster module reads a cluster of blocks at a time. We design I/O operation in
our simulator based on the Linux kernel’s I/O prefetch and cluster schemes. The
least frequency used (LRU) scheme is employed as a cache replacement policy in our
simulation. The web cluster system is configured with one web distributor and four
backend servers. Each backend server has its own disk that contains the whole web
objects. In addition, the disk simulator, DiskSim [34], is embedded in our simulator
for accurate low-level I/O simulation. The simulation parameters are shown in Table
IV.
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Table IV. Simulation Parameters (Web Prefetch Scheme)
Backend Server
Parameter Value
Physical Memory 512 MB
Kernel Space 100 MB
Web Process Size 20 MB
Disk Latency Provided by DiskSim [34]
Memory Latency (Hit) 500 Mbps
Network Latency 100 Mbps
Web Distributor
Splice Hit 90.44 in Table I
Splice Miss 2362.927 in Table I
Session Time 15 Seconds [35]
Web Client
Concurrent Connection Up to 4
We measure the size of the kernel memory and web server processes while run-
ning Apache 2.2 on the Linux Kernel 2.6.18. Each web client can create up to four
connections for delivering web documents, and each backend server maintains 5 to 10
idle web processes for future requests.
To measure the duration time of distributing requests, we install the simple client
and modified distributor at a machine. Computer has Intel Core 2 duo processor and
two GB memory. The local area network operates at the speed of 100 Mbps. A
simple web client sends the requests to the distributor, then the web switch forwards
the incoming requests into backend server. After receiving it, the backend server
replies the dummy packet into the web switch. Finally, the distributor relays the
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packets from web server into simple web clients. The simple web clients measure
the elapsed time during the request processing. We test 1000 requests using the
implemented machine at hit/miss cases.
In the simulation, the web distributor process the incoming requests using the
locality-based request distribution. Too much web connections in persistent HTTP
consume the whole available memory and even use the swap area. The web distributor
controls the maximum number of connections to avoid the memory saturation in the
backend servers.
Table V. Requests to the Embedded Objects
Name Day 1 Day 2 HTTP
CS TAMU 25479 20018 HTTP 1.1
NASA 64714 60265 HTTP 1.0
ClarkNet 210908 229944 HTTP 1.0
SPECweb2005-1 6304 116302 HTTP 1.1
SPECweb2005-2 12018 116045 HTTP 1.1
Table V shows three real traces from web sites including Department of Com-
puter Science and Engineering in Texas A&M University, NASA and ClarkNet. Also,
we use two synthetic traces from SPECweb2005 benchmark [67]. Although web
clients use HTTP 1.0 in the ClarkNet and NASA workloads, we assume that they
use the persistent HTTP.
2. Evaluation Results
For evaluating the performance of our adaptive schemes, we compare two scenarios
including distribution without prefetch scheme and various prefetch schemes. First,
we compare the performance of distribution schemes including round robin, LARD,
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persistent LARD and ProRD. We select the most efficient distribution scheme and
apply it to various prefetch schemes. Second, we compare the performance of our
adaptive prefetch scheme to the existing P.P.M. schemes [43, 40] and cluster schemes
[45, 46]. Our adaptive scheme uses DPS to get the relation information of web objects
and ARC to dynamically calculate the threshold value for prefetching. P.P.M. and
cluster schemes use six different static threshold values including ’0.0’, ’0.2’, ’0.4’.
’0.6’, ’0.8’ and ’1.0’. For the completeness of our study, we also include results of
non-prefetching scheme.
a. Request Distribution
Fig. 14 shows request distribution in backend nodes under ClarkNet workload. X
axis represents prefetch schemes and Y axis denotes standard deviation of incoming
requests. First 12 entries in X axis show the static schemes using P.P.M and cluster
schemes. NO P and ADA denote non-prefetching and our adaptive prefetch schemes,
respectively. We run the simulations in three different orders for each prediction
scheme. The first order scheme predict the future requests based on only one previous
request, while the second order scheme and the third order scheme uses two and three
requests for the future request predictions. When web prefetch schemes cannot find
future requests at high-order prediction, they use low-order prediction. In the case
of aggressive prefetch schemes, they try to prefetch more objects in some of backend
nodes, which results in a skewed request distribution. However, ADA distributes
requests almost as fairly as a non-prefetch scheme. We use the ProRD distribution
scheme at the overall prefetch schemes in the simulation. Fig. 14 shows the result of
the simulation for TAMU and ClarkNet workloads. The results of other workloads
show in Appendix A.
Fig. 15 shows how many requests are not provided by the web cluster schemes. X
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Fig. 14. Standard Deviation of Distribution (TAMU, NASA)
axis in the graph shows the prediction schemes in the simulation, while Y axis means
the number of the missed requests in ClarkNet workload. At other workloads, web
cluster systems can handle the whole request. However, the ClarkNet workload incurs
the missed requests because of the shortage of the memory. Basically, backend servers
limits the number of web processes and connections, because too many web processes
consume the whole memory and incur the swap operation. In Fig. 14, the aggressive
schemes provide the skewed distributions of incoming requests. It multiplies memory
consumption to handle the web client and prefetched objects. Therefore, memory
shortage causes the missed requests. In the 0.0 threshold, the cluster scheme has more
missed requests than P.P.M. schemes, while the P.P.M. schemes lose more requests
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Fig. 15. Missed Requests
than the cluster schemes at the 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 thresholds. Under the 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8
thresholds, the P.P.M. schemes prefetch more objects than the cluster schemes in the
figure on page 56. P.P.M. schemes consume more memory to handle the prefetched
objects and increases the probability to miss the request.
b. Web Prefetch Schemes
In Fig. 16, Y axis denotes the response time from web cluster system and X axis
represents prefetch schemes. First 12 entries in X axis show the static schemes using
P.P.M and cluster schemes. NO P and ADA denote non-prefetching and our adaptive
prefetch schemes, respectively. We run the simulations in three different orders for
each prediction scheme. The first order scheme predict the future requests based
on only one previous request, while the second order scheme and the third order
scheme uses two and three requests for the future request predictions. When web
prefetch schemes cannot find future requests at high-order prediction, they use low-
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order prediction.
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Fig. 16. Web Response Time in Prefetch Schemes (TAMU, ClarkNet)
In Fig. 16, ADA scheme outperforms others by maximum 40 percent. In light
web workloads such as TAMU and NASA, aggressive web prefetch schemes reduce
the response time. They move web objects on the memory to enhance the hit rate
and reduce the access to the disk. However, in heavy workloads such as ClarkNet,
aggressive prefetch schemes increase the response time. The prefetch scheme with 0.4
threshold shows the best response time among the static schemes. It shows that ag-
gressive prefetch schemes increase the overheads of the web cluster system. Although
a high-order prediction scheme gives more accurate prediction of future requests,
the performance gap between high and low order is not distinguishable. High-order
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schemes even show worse performance than low-order schemes, as in threshold 1 of
TAMU or threshold 0.8 and 1 of ClarkNet. Cluster schemes prefetch more web ob-
jects at low threshold than P.P.M. schemes. This makes cluster schemes show the
fast response time with high hit on prefetch memory. With high threshold, cluster
schemes do not find the web objects over the threshold. Therefore, P.P.M. schemes
show similar to or better performance than cluster schemes at a high threshold. Fig.
16 shows the result of simulation for TAMU and ClarkNet, while other results show
Appendix A.
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Fig. 17. Number of Disk Access (ClarkNet, SpecWeb2005-1)
Fig. 17 shows the number of disk access of web servers to retrieve web objects.
The black bar shows the accesses to the requested web objects, while white bars
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means the number of accesses to web objects for prefetch. ’No P’ schemes do not
have the white sections, because it does not prefetch. In the simulation of TAMU
workload, prefetch scheme with low threshold has more disk access than prefetch
scheme with high threshold. The prefetch scheme with low threshold do frequent
disk access to prefetch web objects. Even though they incur the overheads on the
storage, the prefetch schemes with low threshold reduce the disk access to the re-
quested web objects. In the NASA workloads, the client uses HTTP 1.0 that has the
interval between requests. P.P.M. schemes predict future requests during each inter-
val, while cluster schemes handles the bundle of requests only when main requests
are incoming. P.P.M. schemes provide more accurate prediction and reduces the fre-
quency of disk access on the demanding time. In the ClarkNet workloads, prefetch
schemes with low threshold does not reduce the disk access, and frequent disk accesses
increase the response time due to high overheads. In the SpecWeb2005 workloads,
clients establish HTTP connections using HTTP 1.1 that reuses the TCP connection
for HTTP requests. Cluster schemes provide more accurate prediction than P.P.M.
scheme. ’C 1 0’ cluster scheme in SpecWeb2005-1 workload removes the cached web
objects on the memory that will be accessed in the future. Fig. 17 shows the result
of the simulation for ClarkNet and SpecWeb2005-1 workloads. The results of other
workloads show in Appendix A.
Fig. 18 shows the number of the hit on the prefetch memory and the buffer cache.
The prefetch memory is allocated on the user memory, while buffer cache is allocated
on the kernel memory. The numbers of hit on the kernel memory is reduced when the
number of hits on prefetch memory are increased. If memory has available space, the
prefetch scheme loads the objects without removing objects in the memory. When
the whole memory is occupied, it takes the available memory from releasing the buffer
cache. When web objects are prefetched, they reduce the probability of the hit on the
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Fig. 18. Number of Hits on Memory (SpecWeb2005-1, SpecWeb2005-2)
kernel memory. The ADA prefetch scheme under ClarkNet workload show the high
numbers of hit on the prefetch memory and buffer cache at same time. The ADA
controls the prefetch rate in order to avoid a drop of efficiency of the buffer cache.
The ’C 0 0’ prefetch scheme in ClarkNet workload increases the hit rate of prefetch
memory, but reduces the hit rate of buffer cache. Therefore, the ’C 0 0’ prefetch
scheme shows longer response time than the ’C 0 4’ prefetch scheme in Fig. 16. When
a web cluster runs on the TAMU and NASA workloads, the prefetch scheme with low
threshold shows the high numbers of hit on the prefetch memory. Because few web
objects strongly related with the requested web objects, the prefetch scheme with
high threshold loads small number of web objects into the memory. SpecWeb2005-1
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workloads show the high relationship between web objects. The numbers of hit on
prefetch memory are higher than other schemes. The ADA shows the high numbers
of hit on the prefetch memory. But, it is not the highest one in prefetch scheme.
The ’P 0 0’ and the ’P 0 2’ prefetch schemes are higher that other schemes, but it
reduces the numbers of hit on buffer cache. In the SpecWeb2005-2 workloads, the
numbers of hit on the memory of the ADA scheme shows the different pattern where
the numbers of hit on prefetch memory is higher than aggressive prefetch schemes.
The ADA scheme manages the prefetch memory efficiently. Fig. 18 shows the result
of the simulation for SpecWeb2005-1 and SpecWeb2005-2 workloads. The results of
other workloads show in Appendix A.
Fig. 19 shows the average access time to the disk when web processes access the
requested web objects. Web processes has zero disk access time when the requested
file in the memory. At the miss of the requested objects, web processes take the
suitable time to get object from disk. The heavy disk workloads such as ClarkNet
and SpecWeb2005-2 incur the long disk access time. The TAMU workload and the
SpecWeb2005-1 workload can access the web objects in the disk in a short time.
In the TAMU and NASA workloads, aggressive schemes reduce the disk access time,
because it increases the hit of the requested web objects. However, aggressive schemes
in the ClakrNet workload shows the long disk access time. Aggressive schemes in
ClarkNet workload have the similar numbers of hit as other schemes, but it accesses
disk frequently for prefetching web objects. Therefore, it increases the average access
time to the disk. In the SpecWeb2005-1 workload, the ’C 1 0’ scheme has the frequent
access to the disk at the demanding time in Fig. 18. As a result, the ’C 1 0’ scheme
shows longer disk access time than even ’NO P’ scheme. In the SpecWeb2005-2
workloads, ’C 0 6’, ’C 0 8’ and ’C 1 0’ schemes have no hit on the prefetched memory
and access to disk. Therefore, the disk access times in ’C 0 6’, ’C 0 8’ and ’C 1 0’
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Fig. 19. Disk Access Time on the Demanding Requests (SpecWeb2005-1,
SpecWeb2005-2)
schemes are similar. Fig. 19 shows the result of the simulation for SpecWeb2005-1
and SpecWeb2005-2 workloads. The results of other workloads show in Appendix A.
c. Usage of Prefetch Memory
Fig. 20 shows how many objects are prefetched under various prefetch schemes. X
axis is the prefetch scheme in the simulation, while Y axis shows the number of the
prefetched block. When web processes access the file in the disk, they read it by 256
bytes. Aggressive schemes prefetch more web obejcts than other schemes. The ’ADA’
scheme prefetches more web objects than even ’C 0 0’ schemes in SpecWeb2005-1 and
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NASA workloads. The ’ADA’ scheme distributes avoids the skewed distribution in
Fig. 14. But the ’C 0 0’ scheme keeps forwarding requests into the same backend
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Fig. 20. Prefetched Blocks (NASA, SpecWeb2005-1)
server for increasing the numbers of hit on the prefetch memory. In a cluster scheme,
one cluster has lots of web objects at a low threshold, while the number of objects in
a cluster is decreased at a high threshold. At the high threshold prediction scheme,
the P.P.M. schemes prefetches more web objects than cluster schemes. Other results
except SpecWeb2005-1 and NASA workloads in Fig. 20 show in Appendix A.
Fig. 21 shows the usage of the prefetched block. X axis represents the prefetch
schemes in the simulation, while Y axis shows that the accesses of the prefetched block
are divided by the number of prefetched block. Even though aggressive schemes show
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Fig. 21. Usage of Prefetched Blocks (TAMU, NASA)
the high numbers of hit on the prefetch memory, it prefetches the block that is not
accessed at the future requests. The ADA scheme has a low usage of prefetched
blocks. The ADA scheme in the ClarkNet workload has a low efficiency on prefetched
block. Even though ’C 0 0’ scheme prefetches more web objects and shows higher
numbers of hit on prefetch memory in Fig. 18 and Fig. 20, it increases the overhead
on the I/O system and low numbers of hit on the buffer cache in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.
Prediction schemes with the 1.0 threshold shows the lower usage than prediction
schemes with lower thresholds. In the TAMU workload, ’C 0 0’ schemes shows the
highest usage. ’P 0 6’ scheme has the highest usage of prefetched block in the NASA
workload. The frequency of the web objects can make the misprediction in each
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prediction scheme. For example, when requests to object A are logged at two times,
requests to object B are incoming at two times following by requests to A and request
to object C is incoming at only one time. The relationship between object A and
object B is 1.0, while the relationship between A and C is 0.5. But it can also
happen accidentally. This misprediction decreases the usage of prefetched object in
the prediction scheme with high threshold. In SpecWeb2005-1 and SpecWeb2005-
2 workloads, some prefetched schemes show over 100 percent usage on prefetched
object. Web preocesses can access the objects that are already prefetched by other
web processes. It can increases the usage by over 100 percent in prediction scheme.
Fig. 21 shows the result of simulation for TAMU and ClarkNet, while other results
show Appendix A.
DPS has a great advantage in modern web framework compared with P.P.M
and cluster schemes. It can tolerate the randomness of access patterns caused by
web caches or clients. ARC monitors the hit rate and the size of the buffer cache
and calculates the optimal prefetch threshold dynamically. It makes a decision of
prefetching using the dynamic threshold and relationship information provided by
DPS. Since the optimal prefetch rate keeps changing over time depending on the
system condition, using the static threshold values is not a good solution to manage
the system properly. A prefetch rate that is too high drops the performance through
the shortage of memory and I/O bandwidth, and a prefetch rate that is too low loses
the chance to improve the performance through prefetching.
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CHAPTER IV
ADAPTIVE STREAMING SERVICE
A. Background
Multimedia streaming service consumes lots of bandwidth in the network systems.
For the management of multimedia streaming, many previous studies retrieve infor-
mation from network and system. Based on the information, clients or intermediate
node handle multimedia streaming efficiently. In the streaming service, bandwidth es-
timation decide the quality of streams and provide the efficient stream. This chapter
shows the previous work for estimating the available bandwidth.
1. Bandwidth Estimation in Wired Network
Since the introduction of Cprobe [8], a method for estimating bandwidth using Inter-
net Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packet trains, many tools have been suggested.
The basic scheme in the available bandwidth estimation used a statistical analysis of
the received probe packets in the destination node. The existing schemes are classified
into two groups; probe gap [11, 10, 68] and probe rates [9, 10, 69].
In probe rate schemes, the comparison of the incoming rate from the sender side
to the outgoing rate reveals the incoming rate to be less than or equal to the available
bandwidth of the probing link: Pathload, PTR and TOPP.
In the Pathload [27], the scheme can measure the available bandwidth and capac-
ity at a same time. They define the available bandwidth as the maximum throughput
that can provide to a application. For measuring the accurate available bandwidth,
they consider the dynamic path selection and different classes service. Even though
they design the scheme in real time application, they are suffering from the heavy
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probe packet stream. PTR [10] focus on searching the sending rate at source node
that equals to the arriving rate at destination node. For obtaining the sending rate,
PTR finds that the initial packet pair gap affects the arriving rate. Based on the
arriving rate, PTR obtains the available bandwidth of the probing link. TOPP [69]
is one of the famous probe gap schemes. It is a new end-to-end probing and analysis
method through three sub schemes. Using the linear regression scheme, they remove
the parameter to estimate the available bandwidth. However, it is suffering from the
long probing time because of probing the link and analysing the result.
Probe rate schemes increases the transmitted packets to the destination and
takes time to get the available bandwidth of the probing link. Real-time system such
as multimedia streaming service is sensitive to the retrieval time of streaming packet
because the delayed multimedia streaming data cannot be used in the multimedia pre-
sentation. The long probing time in the available bandwidth drops the performance
on multimedia streaming service. Probe gap schemes use the interval of consecutive
probe packets, since the interval or gap between probe packets is increased in heavy
cross traffic: Spruce, IGI and Delphi
Spruce [11] is estimation tool for the measurement of the available bandwidth.
For measuring the available bandwidth, it checks the gap between the probe pack-
ets. Then, spruce calculates the number of the bytes between two probe packets
using inter-probe space. Spruce scheme uses the a poisson process to handle the
gap between probe packet. IGI [10] is similar scheme to the PTR that is one of
probe rate schemes. IGI also decides the initial gap between probe packets, then
gets the available bandwidth of the probing link. However, IGI focus on calculating
the background traffic load, while PTR calculates packet receiving rates. During the
bandwidth estimation, Delphi [68] use the heuristic and parametric model and queu-
ing theory. It also changed the traffic rate of probe stream depending on the network
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status. The Delphi estimates the accurate available bandwidth at high cross traffic,
while it overestimates the available bandwidth at low cross traffic.
2. Bandwidth Estimation in Wireless Network
The estimation schemes in wired network assume the ’first-come-first-served’ for eval-
uating the available bandwidth, while wireless network environments control the dis-
tributed manner. This leads the false expectation to probe the available bandwidth
to the link. In multimedia streaming service, underestimation of the link can lose the
chance to serve the high quality of multimedia, while overestimation can increase the
packet loss and indirect loss that the even transmitted packet cannot be used.
Wireless networks are error-prone and distribute the control scheme to avoid
collisions. Therefore, it makes the difficult to detect the exact available bandwidth
in a wireless network. In Probegap [28], the idle time in the link is the milestone
for bandwidth estimation of a wireless network. They make the graph on the delayed
time in received probe packet, then find transition point in the graph to know the
available bandwidth. The multimedia streaming service is critical to the delay time.
Also, it is difficult to search for the transition point in the graph in heavy cross traffic.
TOPP [70, 71] is one scheme of the probe rate in wired networks. They are looking for
the input rate that is the same as the output rate to estimate the available bandwidth
in wireless network environments. However, they are suffering from long probing
times, because of the increased linear traffic of probing packets. SLoPS [72, 27]
increases the probing traffic for the fast estimation of available bandwidth. SLoPS
is able to estimate the range of the available bandwidth, but it is not accurate.
In multimedia streaming services, this inaccuracy estimation decreases the serviced
multimedia quality.
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3. Cross-layer Scheme
Recent research [73, 74, 75, 76] on mobile multimedia streaming has proven the good
performance of a cross layer scheme better than a single layer scheme.
In [77], they provide the embedded real-time schedule in the operating system.
In the real-time system, each job has their own dead line. They develop the scheme
to handle jobs using the statical distribution. Also they suggest the GRACE-OS to
handle the jobs efficiently. [76] presents the voltage scaling algorithm for adjust-
ing multimedia application to CPU speeds in mobile multimedia systems. In the
multimedia stream, the frame size is different depending on the frame type and the
relationship between frames. When decoder decodes the frame with the low rates,
they save the power to use the low voltage. However, they use the high voltage to
decode the large frame. [74] provides the adaptation scheme of video quality and
the efficient power management scheme through minimizing the energy consumption.
They suggest the the low level architectural schemes and OS power-saving schemes.
They design the middle ware to provide the power reduction. [73] tunes the system
parameter in the unified framework through sublayer interactions using cross-layer
schemes. They design the adaptive and unified framework through the feedback in-
formation.
In addition, cross layer scheme is used for supporting the optimal power manage-
ment scheme in wireless multimedia streaming service through cross-layer schemes.
[78] analysed the error management scheme through cross-layer scheme considering
transmission power and delay. In [79], cross-layer scheme between application-layer
and MAC-layer provides the adaptive multimedia transmission scheme in wireless
environments. [80] presented the energy efficient error control scheme in multimedia
multicast in wireless environment through cross-layer scheme. [81] coordinates three
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layers and error detection and recovery scheme that presents error detection in the
hardware layer, error recovery scheme in middleware and error-resilient encoding in
the application layer.
4. Active Intermediate Node
There have been a handful of studies that show how an active intermediate node can
improve service quality for multimedia streaming service [82, 83, 84, 85, 86].
Some client can not support the high quality stream because of some limita-
tions such as network or power. In the [82, 83], they suggest that the intermediate
node change the quality of the streams using the multimedia transcode. It can save
the available bandwidth between server and intermediate node and decrease the re-
sponse time to the client. In [84, 87], intermediate node increase the efficiency on
the streaming service. The late packets cannot be decoded at client and just waste
the bandwidth of the link. For the efficient stream service, the late packets should
be removed as soon as possible. [84, 87] checks the jitter of the packet based on
the packet delay. If some packets exceed the threshold value, an intermediate node
eliminates the delay the packet.
For recovering the missed packet, [85] suggests the adaptive retransmission in
the streaming service. It is difficult to decide whether packets are retransmitted or
not. If retransmitted packets are arrived too lately, they just consume the available
bandwidth of the link. To solve the problem, they check the presentation time of the
multimedia data in the packet. The proxy retransmits the packets that can be arrived
on time. [86] suggests that intermediate node helps the stream service. When the
client joins the ongoing broadcasting, it waits the receiving the initial streams. If
the intermediate node has the initial streams, they forward the initial stream to the
client, clients can play stream without startup delay.
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Currently, there are not enough study for handling the environmental variation,
such as the available bandwidth or lost packet, have not been studied so far. An STB
is also an intermediate node for streaming service and has four major components:
a network interface, an MPEG decoder, graphics overlay and an presentation engine
[88].
B. Motivation
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are becoming more and more popular at-
tracting the interest of researchers, system integrators and computer manufacturers.
For providing good quality of the multimedia streaming service, variable scheme are
used in wireless network including scalable multimedia, bandwidth estimation and
collision avoidance.
1. Scalable Streaming Service
In the heterogeneous network environments, scalable multimedia streaming service
can provide the acceptable quality to multimedia users through scalable video cod-
ing. A traditional scalable streaming service contains spatial scalability and temporal
scalability based on the quality base layer and enhancement layer, respectively. The
spatial scalable scheme divides the large frame into a small base frame and additional
data that improve the quality of the base frame. The temporal scalable scheme groups
frames with high frame rate per second (FPS) into several groups of frames with low
FPS.
In the recent scalable streaming service, the packet-based scalability allows the
fast bit adaptation. The multimedia streaming data are contained into the network
abstraction layer (NAL) packets. NAL has three parameters including dependency id,
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temporal id and quality id that stands for spatial scalability, temporal scalability and
SNR scalability, respecively [89].
Multi-layer streams through scalable multimedia streaming service can make
the multimedia server to provide the various multimedia clients with different envi-
ronments and capabilities. Even though scalable multimedia streaming service can
provide the several layers streams instead of a large stream, detection schemes are re-
quired for the adaptation of scalable service. It is critical for scalable stream services
to decide when he quality of multimedia stream is changed.
2. Bandwidth Estimation
Bandwidth estimation is a prerequisite problem for real-time applications in wireless
networks. There are two factors making this problem unique. First of all, unlike wired
networks, traditional ’first-come-first-served’ is not used to schedule bandwidth among
connections in wireless networks. To avoid collisions in wireless networks, nodes are
arranged in a distributed manner. This arrangement causes bandwidth estimation
methods in wired networks using intervals [11, 10, 68] or rates [70, 69, 27, 72]
inapplicable for bandwidth estimation in wireless networks. Secondly, they create the
probe stream for estimation that consumes the bandwidth for streaming service.
[28, 90] suggested that idle time of a link in a wireless network can be a major
milestone for estimating the available bandwidth as follows. In equation (4.1), let C
be the capacity of the wireless network. Idle rate indicates the rate at which the link
is idle. Then the AB, available bandwidth, can be obtained by the following product.
AB = C × Idle rate (4.1)
However, previous schemes [28, 90] using this equation cause too much over-
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head to be used in a real-time system for the estimation of the available bandwidth.
[28] requires the probe stream for bandwidth estimation, and results show multiple
incorrect estimated values in heavy traffic. [90] also captures the whole packet in the
wireless network and analyzed the captured packet. It requires the heavy CPU load
and network I/O operation. For real-time applications such as multimedia streams,
it is difficult to use these schemes; therefore, we introduce an efficient scheme to
calculate the idle rate.
3. 802.11 Wireless Standard
The IEEE 802.11 protocol [91, 92] is the dominant standard for WLANs and employs
the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) as the essential Medium Access Control
(MAC) method.
a. Network Allocation Vector
DCF defines two access mechanisms to employ packet transmission; the default, two-
way handshaking technique called basic access and the optional four-way handshaking
RTS/CTS reservation scheme. The RTS/CTS scheme involves the transmission of the
short request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS). It controls packets prior to the
transmission of the actual data packet. Since collisions may occur only on the RTS
packets and are detected by the lack of the CTS response, the RTS/CTS scheme
results in an increase on system performance by reducing the duration of collisions,
especially when long data packets are transmitted. The RTS/CTS scheme is also
employed to result in a better performance in the presence of hidden stations. When
two nodes in a wireless network share the same access point (AP) but cannot hear
each other, one node will not be able to know whether the other node is already
using shared resource, that is, the wireless channel. For addressing this hidden node
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problem, each node uses the NAV that shows how long other nodes allocate the link
in the IEEE 802. DCF MAC protocol. Even though a node is located at a place
where it cannot reach other active nodes, the node can know whether another node is
already using the wireless network by checking its NAV. In Fig. 22, when the sender
sends RTS request to send (RTS) to the receiver (AP), Other-1 node that is reachable
from sender updates its NAV. However, Other-2 node does not update NAV, because
it is not reachable from sender. When the receiver sends clear to send (CTS), Other-2
node updates its NAV. The idle time in the wireless network can then be estimated
from the NAV information.
Fig. 22. Network Allocation Vector
b. Multiple Transmission Rate
Based on channel coding schemes, the physical layers (PHY) supports multiple trans-
mission rates. In 802.11b [92], PHY provides four transmission rates of 1Mbps,
2Mbps, 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps, while eight transmission rates including 6Mbps, 9Mbps,
12Mbps, 18Mbps, 24Mbps, 36Mbps, 48Mbps and 54Mbps are supported by PHY in
802.11a [91]. Even though 802.11 determine the various transmission rates in each
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standard, negotiation of transmission rate is not specified. Two schemes are widely
adapted in transmission rate adjustment. One scheme provides transmission adap-
tation based on Signal to Noise Ration (SNR) [93, 94]. Other one is based on the
history of the acknowledgment (ACK) reception that is suggested by Lucent Tech-
nologies WaveLan-II [95]. In the failure of receiving two consecutive ACK frames, the
negotiated transmission rate is lower.
C. IdleGap
All nodes in a WLAN share the same resource; that is, a wireless channel. If a node in
a WLAN is utilizing the resource, the additional node(s) should await the release of
the wireless channel. The whole bandwidth is consumed by other nodes or available
to any node in a wireless network in equation (4.2).
Btotal = Bavailable +Bconsumed
Bconsumed =
n∑
i=0
B(i) (4.2)
where Btotal, Bavailable, Bconsumed, n and B(i) is the total bandwidth, available band-
width, consumed bandwidth, number of node in wireless networks and the consuming
bandwidth by nodei, respectively. For multimedia streaming service, it is critical to
know how much bandwidth is allowed. When Nodei received the multimedia stream-
ing service, Nodei can consume the B(i) + Bavailable bandwidth. B(i) can be known
as how many data can be received from multimedia server.
However, it is difficult to estimate the available bandwidth in a wireless networks.
In equation (4.1), the capacity and idle rate of wireless link is critical to estimate the
available bandwidth. Unlike the wired network, wireless networks like IEEE 802.11
supports multiple transmission rate depending on the environments including error
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rate and location. Also, the hidden node problem makes it difficult the estimation of
the idle rate in wireless link.
1. Network Idle Vector (NIV)
To estimate the idle rate in wireless networks, we build the vector in the MAC layer.
When node transmits packet through IEEE 802 protocols stack, each packet includes
time information that shows how much time the link is allocated. NAV table stored
the information when the link will be available. However, it is not considered about
the duration time of link allocation. In addition, NAV is updated only when other
node transmit the packet. For the estimation of idle rate, we embedded the network
idle vector (NIV) in MAC layer for storing busy time of the link. When packets are
received from other nodes or are transmitted, NIV update the duration time in a
time slot. N slots in NIV contain the busy time of the link at each time slot. In
Fig. 23, AP can reach the whole nodes, while Node 1 cannot receive the packet from
Node 3, directly. After receiving the RTS packet at time r0, Node 1 knows that AP
allocates link for packet transmission from r0 to r1. During the time from t0 to t1,
the idle time of the link is r0 − t0. After finishing the data transmission from AP
to Node1, Node 3 transmits the data into AP. Node 1 is located outside of Node 3’s
transmission range, therefore RTS from Node 3 can not reach into Node 1. Node 1
does not update the NIV table into busy status during time r2. After receiving the
CTS from AP, Node 1 changes the status of NIV table at duration time (r4 − r3).
In the time from t2 to t1, idle rate is (r3 − r1)/(t2 − t1). The link in the wireless
network is used during the whole time t2 to t3, Node 2 and AP use the link from r4
to t3 during the time from r4 to r3.
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Fig. 23. Network Idle Vector
2. Estimation Scheme
a. Capacity
IEEE 802.11 like IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b or IEEE 802.11g provides multiple
transmission rate. In addition, collision avoidance scheme requires management time
for packet transactions including RTS, CTS, Defer Time and short inter frame space
(SIFS). In previous works [11, 10, 68, 70, 69, 27, 72, 28, 90], they consider the capacity
of link as physical transmission rate. However, 802.11 protocols use the management
packets for avoiding the collision. It takes time to transmit and receive management
packets. Therefore, the capacity can be changed the packet size and error rate. It
requires the adaptive scheme for the measurement of capacity in wireless link.
The duration time, RTi, in the 802.11 protocols are calculated in the Mac layer for
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RTS/CTS scheme. Our module, Idle Module, retrieves the data size, RSi, whenever
packets are coming. Then, our Idle Module measures the dynamic capacity in wireless
link using equation (4.3).
C =
RSi
RTi
(4.3)
b. Idle Rate
All nodes in a WLAN share the same resource; that is, a wireless channel. If a node
in a WLAN use wireless channel, the additional node(s) should await the release of
the wireless channel. During a transmission in a WLAN, a node can be one of the
following: sender, receiver, or onlooker. If a node transmits data to another node, it
is a sender. A node is a receiver if receives data. Finally, when a node does not join
the transmission, it is an onlooker.
The busy time of the link can be estimated by adding up all the transactions of
nodes in the network as depicted in equation (4.4). Here Tl is the busy time of link l
and TT (i, j) indicates the transaction time between nodes i and j.
Tl =
1
2
×
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(TT(i,j)) (4.4)
Unfortunately, we cannot know all the transaction times form the nodes in the
network. In addition, obtaining the transaction information can increase network
traffic, hence affecting current traffic on the network. Therefore, we propose to obtain
all the necessary information from one node in the network as follows. The transaction
time of node i can be obtained via the sum of the sending and receiving times to/from
node i (TT (i, j) = STi + RTi, where STi is the sending time from node i to j and
RTi is the receiving time from node j to i). though a node is located at a place
where it cannot reach For the transaction time between other nodes, we can get
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theonlooking time from the NAV in node i that is updated in other node transactions
(TT (i, j) = OTi , where OTi is the onlooking time at node i). Therefore, we can
estimate the busy time Tl in any node i in the network as shown in 4.5.
Tl = STi +RTi +OTi (4.5)
Idle rate = 1− busytime
totalelapsedtime
(4.6)
We can then obtain Idle rate using the busy time:
3. System Model
We propose to add an Idle Module in the MAC layer of a node in the network. This
module obtains the busy time Tl from (a) and (b) in Fig. 24. The transaction time
of node can be obtained through accessing outgoing and incoming packets STi+RTi
between the network layer and the link/mac layer in Fig. 24. The update process of
the NAV triggers the Idle Module to update its value. An application can access the
Idle Module to get the idle rate, 1 − (busytime)/(totalelapsedtime). Then applying
the idle rate and link capacity C in equation (4.3) , the estimated bandwidth of the
link can be calculated with minimal effort.
D. ActiveSTB
ActiveSTB acts as gateway to downstream heterogeneous clients and also performs
quality-adaptation to various network bandwidths, while simultaneously forwarding
the buffered stream allowing a client to view quality playback of multimedia stream.
ActiveSTB is designed to efficiently manage the wireless transmission of the multime-
dia stream by early dropping of useless data and estimating the available bandwidth.
The removal of useless multimedia streaming data from the ActiveSTB cache
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Fig. 24. IdleGap
can save the bandwidth of network. Loss in scalable streaming service has two clas-
sifications: indirect loss and direct loss. For efficiently managing the wireless link,
our ActiveSTB saves the bandwidth of wireless link by eliminating indirect loss that
packet are transmitted not decoded.
1. Drop of Residual Data
In the scalable multimedia streaming, each layer has the different priority. Base
layer stream has high priority, while enhancement layer stream has low priority in
scalable stream service. When the available bandwidth cannot accommodate whole
frames in scalable stream, some enhancement layers are removed for smoothing the
scalable multimedia service. An high quality stream service can cause the congestion
in wireless channel and make the unexpected delay in multimedia delivery, while an
low-quality streaming service lose the chance to provide the better service to the user.
Our active scheme determines the adaptive quality for scalable streams in wireless
channel.
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Fig. 25. Early Drop for Residual Multimedia Stream
Fig. 25 shows the architecture for the adaptive scalable multimedia streams. In
Fig. 25, the stream controller provides the feedback information on the status of
estimated bandwidth, EBi, and cached stream. Based on the information, the early
drop controller decides how much data are transferred into client. Each GoV in the
scalable streams has their own time stamp for decoding, TS. The time stamp at the
initial GoV in the streams are configured as 0. Our ActiveSTB extracts the time
information from the packets. It takes time to deliver the packets into client, DNi.
The client starts to decode the received packets after buffering the initial GoVs, Binit.
We assume that gap between GoV is same, T . For playing scalable stream at PTi,
the client should receive them before access them, RTi.
RTi < PTi (4.7)
For satisfying fomula 4.7, scalable streams are delivered into client before the
cached stream in the buffer are running out. Our ActiveSTB transmits each stream
at STi into client considering the decoding time, TS. Also, decoder consumes the
GoV considering the decoding time, j. So, equation (4.7) is driven into equation
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(4.8).
DNi < Binit −RT0 {StartupDelay} (4.8)
DNi < PTi−1 − PTj {PlayingV ideo}
< PT0 + TS × {i− 1} − PT0 − TS × j
< TS × {i− j − 1}
In equation (4.8), DNi can be calculated by multiplying size of multimedia data,
SMi, and estimated available bandwidth, EBi.
SMi <
Binit −RT0
EBi
{StartupDelay} (4.9)
SMi <
TS × {i− j − 1}
EBi
{PlayingV ideo}
Therefore, multimedia stream that satisfies equation (4.9) can be arrived on the client
side before decoding streams.
2. Drop of Corrupted Data
In Fig. 25, each GoV in the scalable multimedia stream contains four layers that
include a base layer and three enhancement layers. Decoding a layer requires the
referred other layers because of the hierarchical relationship between layers. When
the ActiveSTB notices that third layer in a GoV is incomplete, so both the third and
the forth layers in the GoV are early dropped in the STB and not forwarded to client.
This early dropping decreases bandwidth consumption by eliminating corrupted mul-
timedia data.
QoS of streaming multimedia data is determined by not only the amount of
direct loss but also one of indirect loss. The ActiveSTB transmits the only acceptable
multimedia data. Table VI shows the variables used for stream packet transmission
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and validation equations.
Table VI. Packet Transmission and Validation Calculation Variables
Gg The gth GoV in the multimedia stream
Lg,l The lth layer at the gth GoV
Pg,l,s The sth packet in the lth layer at the gth GoV
NG Number of GoVs in multimedia stream
NLg Number of layers in GoV(g)
NPgl Number of packets in the lth layer at the gth GoV
PLR Packet loss rate
Sizegl Size of the lth layer at the gth GoV
In equation (4.10), the server divides l layer in g GoV multimedia stream into
several packets for transmitting:
Lgl =
NPgl⋃
i=0
Pgli (4.10)
When a layer is complete with all available packets, a client can decode the received
layers. One packet loss can cause other packets in the same layer and referring layer
to be thrown away. The safe transmission of all packets in l layer ensures that the
multimedia data at l layer is valid for decoding as in equation (4.11).
V alid network(Lgl) =
NPgl∏
i=0
(1− PLR(Pgli)) (4.11)
Each layer has a hierarchical relationship with other layers as shown as in equation
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(4.12):
V alid decode(Lgl) =
Lgl∏
j=0
NPgl∏
i=0
(1− PLR(Pgli)) (4.12)
To reduce a waste of available bandwidth on wireless channel, we filter out corrupted
layers before transmission over the shared wireless channel as shown in equation
(4.14), while complete layers are transmitted to a client through wireless channel as
shown in equation (4.13):
Complete(NG) =
NG∑
g=0
(
NLg∑
l=0
(Size(L)
×
Lgl∏
j=0
NPgl∏
i=0
(1− PLR(Pgli)))) (4.13)
Filtered(NG) =
NG∑
g=0
(
NLg∑
l=0
(Size(L)
× (1−
Lgl∏
j=0
NPgl∏
i=0
(1− PLR(Pgli))))) (4.14)
E. Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of our IdleGap method, tests were run using the NS-2
simulator. As shown in Fig. 26, there are seven nodes including three wired nodes,
three wireless nodes and an AP. In the wired network, the capacity of the link was
set to 100Mbps, while the capacity in wireless network was set to 1 or 10Mbps.
1. Scalable Multimedia
Table VII shows five H.264 streams for the simulation. Five streams include three
movie trailers and two scenic video clips. The streams are divided into five or six sub
streams using Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) codes [101]. During the creation
of sub layers from one streams, we configured three factors including quantization,
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Table VII. Scalable Streams
Frame Name Encoding Type Number of Frames
Amazing Caves [96] Scenario 1 2031
Bourne Ultimatum [97] Scenario 1 2125
I Am Legend [98] Scenario 1 2397
Simpsons [99] Scenario 2 1568
To The Limit [100] Scenario 2 919
space and frame rate.
Table VIII. Scalable Stream Scenario 1
QP Frame Rates Frame Size
Layer 0 38.0 15 320 × 240
Layer 1 32.0 30 320 × 240
Layer 2 30.0 30(15) 320 × 240 (640 × 480)
Layer 3 28.0 30 640 × 480
Layer 4 26.0 30(15) 640 × 480 (1280 × 960)
We create five scalable stream H.264 video following two scenarios. Table VIII
shows the scenario 1. We divided one stream into five sub streams. Base stream
contains 320 × 240 frames, 15 frame per second and 38 quantization value. When
the whole enhanced layers are added into scalable streams, quality of video is enhanced
upto 1280 × 960 frames, 30 frames per second and 26 quantization value. The size of
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frame in layer 2 is larger than one in layer 1, while the frame rate is lower thanlayer
1. When layer 0, 1 and 2 layers are decoded, some frames are decoded at larger size
(640 × 480) and other frames are decoded at small size (320 × 240). The layer 4 in
scenario 1 gets lower frame rate than layer 3 in scenario 1. In scenario 1, we create
high quality scalable streams, low quantization value means that non-zero Huffman
codes is increasing. In addition, large frame size also multiplied the size of scalable
stream. However, it can provide the high quality of scalable stream service.
Table IX. Scalable Stream Scenario 2
QP Frame Rates Frame Size
Layer 0 38.0 15 160 × 120
Layer 1 38.0 30 160 × 120
Layer 2 38.0 30(15) 160 × 120 (320 × 240)
Layer 3 34.0 30 320 × 240
Layer 4 34.0 30(15) 320 × 240 (640 × 480)
Layer 5 32.0 30 640 × 480
Table IX shows the scenario 2 that makes low quality streams with high quanti-
zation values and small frame size. It can increase the probability to send the frame
when the network are congested. ’Amazing Caves ’, ’Bourne Ultimatum’ and ’I am
legned ’ are encoded with high quality followed by scenario 1, while ’Simpsons ’ and
’To The Limit ’ are encoded into low quality streams.
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2. Simulation Configuration
In Fig. 26, the AP involves three connections: the Wired Node 1 to the Wireless Node
2, the Wired Node 2 to the Wireless Node 1, and the Wired Node 3 to the Wireless
Node 3. The Wired Nodes 1 and 2 generate the cross traffic. The Wired Node 3
transmits stream dta into the Wireless Node 3. We evaluate the estimation scheme
including IdleGap, ProbeGap, Pathload and Spruce. The three step simulation for
Fig. 26. Simulation Environment
streaming service is conducted using JSVM, merger and NS-2 simulator. First of
all, JSVM divides the original stream into several layers, and then logs the size and
decoding time information of each layer in terms of GoV. Secondly, the NS-2 network
simulation is conducted using the log file generated by JSVM, and tracks when the
packets are arrived into the client. Lastly, our merger decides whether packets are
valid using the arrival time of packets, the decoding time of frames and startup delay.
At the network simulation step, we have three connections including streaming service
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and two cross traffic. Multimedia server transmits the multimedia data into STB
that caches and forwards the cached data into clients using wireless connection. The
maximum of bandwidth of wireless channel is 10 Mbps.
3. Streaming Service
For reducing the indirect loss, it is critical to detect which packets contain the cor-
rupted frame. MPEG Standards provide the start code and resync code for skipping
the corrupted data. However, STB should scan the whole received packets for finding
the start code and resync code. It creates too much overhead on the STB. When mul-
timedia server divides the frame into the packets, we add more information including
frame no, frame seq, layer id and frame flag in the header of the packet. frame no,
frame seq and layer id show the frame number, sequence number and stream id. The
frame flag stands for the status of the frame. ’0’, ’1’ and ’2’ in the frame flag means
the middle, first and last packet in the frame, respectively.
Fig. 27. Active STB Packet Management
In Fig. 27, the first, second, third, forth and fifth field in the header shows
frame no, frame seq, layer id, frame flag and data, respectively. For inspecting the
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packets, ActiveSTB checks whether to set the first bit (01) in the first packet and
the second bit (10) in the last packet in the layer. After checking first and second
packets, the ActiveSTB scans the whole middle packets in the layer using frame seq
field. If the ActiveSTB finds layers where some packets are missing, the layer with
missing packet and sub layers eliminated from buffer in the ActiveSTB. In Fig. 27,
the third layer in frame 0 miss the packet with frame seq 1. Therefore, the first layer
and second layer in the frame are transmitted to the client through wireless link. In
the frame 1, the first bit in the frame flag of the first packet at the third layer is not
set. Only the first and second layers are transmitted. The first packet in the second
layer set the first and second bits (11) at the same time. It means that the packet
contains the whole data in the second layer in frame 1.
4. IdleGap
We evaluate 4 estimation schemes and none-estimation scheme in multimedia stream-
ing service in wireless network. None stands for none-estimation scheme that the
whole cached streams are forwarded into the client. Spruce, Pathload and ProbeGap
are stands for spruce scheme, probegap scheme and pathload scheme, respectively.
Fig. 28 shows the estimated available bandwidth value for each algorithm. The
capacity of the wireless network in our simulation is 10 Mbps. Probing time for each
algorithm is 4000 seconds and 800 probing packets are allowed. In light cross-traffic,
the ProbeGap and Sprce produce bandwidth estimation reflective of measured avail-
able bandwidth values. However, they provides the unacceptable results in heavy-
cross traffic. The ProbeGap shows multiple transition points over 4 Mbps cross-traffic.
The estimated results fluctuate wildly in heavy cross traffic. In [11], the intra pair
gap is set to the transmission time of the narrow link. This causes the underesti-
mation of the available bandwidth for the link. The intra pair gap is calibrated to
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Fig. 28. Estimated Bandwidth with Cross Traffic
reflect the available 4.0 Mbps with no cross-traffic. Even after the calibration, Spruce
overestimates the bandwidth severely with more than 4.0 Mbps cross-traffic. Wireless
communication requires lots of management packets, therefore available bandwidth
are reduced. It makes the high drop rates of probe packets. Thus, the estimated
bandwidth value becomes polluted. This cause the overestimation of the available
bandwidth. The IdleGap, which uses NIV to estimate bandwidth, shows the closest
match to the real bandwidth. After 4.0 Mbps cross-traffic, the saturation of wire-
less link occurs due to the overhead of the wireless network such as defer time and
RTS/CTS.
In Fig. 29, the estimated idle times in the AP and node 3 are depicted with
different packet sizes of the same cross-traffic. Cross-traffic in the simulation is 1
Mbps that consumes 10 percent of capacity in 802.11b and the packet size is changed
from 128 to 1024 bytes. We observe that packet sizes between 512 and 896 bytes
provide more accurate estimation. The estimated idle time with the small size packet
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Fig. 29. Estimated Bandwidth with Different Packet Sizes
is smaller than the one with the large size packet. In order to transmit a packet, the
sender should send the RTS, CTS, and ACK to the receiver. The frequent transmis-
sion of small packets increases this overhead. That is why the IdleGap underestimates
the available bandwidth with small size packets. On the other hand, with the largest
size packets (1024 bytes), the estimated idle time is also decreased slightly. During
the transmission, the large packet is broken into several fragments in the Mac layer to
reduce the error rate, which again causes overhead. Estimated bandwidth in the AP
inclines to be smaller than the one in node 3. If node 3 is a hidden node, it receives
only the CTS, not the RTS. Then, node 3 cannot detect the busy time gap between
the RTS and the CTS.
5. ActiveSTB
When cross traffic exceeds into 4 Mbps. Most multimedia data are not transmitted.
Even though they are transmitted, the cannot be used at the decoder because of the
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severe indirect loss. Therefore, we consider only when cross traffic are lower than 4
Mbps.
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Fig. 30. The Size of Decoded Streams (Amazing Caves, To The Limit)
Fig. 30 shows how many multimedia data are decoded at the client. X-axis
shows cross traffic, while Y-axis stands for the size of decoded stream. The None
estimation scheme transmits the whole layer into the client. Wireless channel cannot
support the bandwidth to transmit the layers. Therefore, most of them cannot arrive
before decoder use them. The Pathload estimation scheme creates the heavy probe
packet streams to calculate the available bandwidth. Probe packet stream consumes
the bandwidth even for streaming service. The Spruce and the ProbeGap schemes
show better results than the pathload scheme. Their probe packet streams are not
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heavier than the pathload scheme, so they provides high quality multimedia service
into a client. In the Amazing Caves and the Bourne Ultimatum streams, the Spruce
scheme shows the better results than the ProbeGap scheme. However, the ProbeGap
scheme can decode more data than the Spruce scheme in the Simpson and the To
The Limit streams. The Spruce scheme overestimates the available bandwidth in
the wireless link. It can give the chance to transmit the more multimedia data in
low workload. However, it can increase network congestion at the heavy workload or
heavy cross traffic.
The ActiveSTB drops some multimedia streams based on the estimated available
bandwidth. After receiving the feedback from the client, the ActiveSTB checks the
size of the cached multimedia, and then decided how much data are transmitted
into the client. Much streaming data creates the congestion in wireless network, but
low streaming data lose the chance to improve the quality of multimedia streaming
service. The results using other streams except Amazing Caves and To The Limit
show in Appendix B.
In Fig. 31, x-axis shows the cross traffic and y-axis is for how much data are
dropped into the client. The ’None’ estimation scheme transmits the whole cached
stream into the client, so the ActiveSTB does not drop the cached stream. In most
cases, the Pathload scheme underestimate the available bandwidth in wireless channel.
It cause to drop more multimedia stream data. The Spruce scheme overestimates
the available bandwidth and drops the small multimedia stream data. However, it
cause the network congestion and decrease the size of the decoded stream data. In
the Amazing Caves stream, the Spruce scheme sends more data to the client and
it increases the chance to improve the quality of multimedia streams. The Spruce
scheme also sends more data to the client in the Simpsons stream. However, it
decreases the quality and decoded data. The ProbeGap scheme transmits the small
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Fig. 31. The Early Dropped Stream (Amazing Caves, Simpsons)
multimedia data into the client at 0.0 cross traffic because of the underestimation for
the available bandwidth. The results using other streams except Amazing Caves and
Simpsons show in Appendix B.
Fig. 32 shows how many multimedia data are lost, even though packet is arriving
successfully. When stream data has dependency between other data. For example,
stream data including B frames requires the previous and future I or P frames. In
other case, packets are not arriving before decoder decode them. This indirect loss
waste the available bandwidth and decrease the performance on wireless network. In
Fig. 32, x axis shows the cross traffic and y axis is for how many multimedia data are
lost indirectly. The ProbeGap scheme underestimate the available bandwidth and
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Fig. 32. The Indirect Loss (I Am Legend, To The Limit)
small data are transmitted into the client at Fig. 31. Therefore, the indirect loss
are smaller than other estimation scheme. The None estimation scheme lose most
of transmitted data because the data are not arrived on time. Our IdleGap scheme
shows the low indirect loss. The results using other streams except I Am Legend and
To The Limit show in Appendix B.
Fig. 33 shows the ratio between sent data from an ActiveSTB and decoded
data at client side. X-axis shows the cross traffic, while y-axis stands for the ratio
between the size of sent data and the decoded data. The ratio is critical to manage the
performance in wireless network. Even though only small data are decoded, inefficient
multimedia steam service can consume lots of available bandwidth. It can decrease
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Fig. 33. The Ratio between Sent Size and Decoded Size (Bourne Ultimatum, Simp-
sons)
the available bandwidth in other connections.
Our IdleGap scheme shows higher ratio than other estimation scheme. The Idle-
Gap does not waste the allocated bandwidth. In the None scheme, most of multimedia
data are lost because the wireless network with 11 mpbs cannot support the whole
original multimedia data such as multimedia streams with large frame size. The
Spruce scheme shows the high ratio in the Amazing Caves and Bourne Ultimatum.
In two streams, the Spruce scheme transmits many multimedia stream data before
decoding them. However, overestimation of the Spruce scheme in Simpsons decreases
the ratio. When cross traffic is 2.0 or 2.5 Mbps, the IdleGap scheme shows the high
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efficiency, because the IdleGap scheme reduces the suitable size of the transmitted
data. The results using other streams except Bourne Ultimatum and Simpsons show
in Appendix B.
In addition, our IdleGap scheme outperforms other schemes under overall startup
delay. The results of the simulation are presented at Appendix C. The Pathload
scheme still the low decoded sizes of stream in the client side because of the heavy
probe stream. Long startup delay increases the size of the decoded stream in the
client side.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Rapid growth in the number of web users and current HTTP frameworks incurs the
overhead in web-based system. Web cluster systems provides excellent and cost-
effective solution for this problem. We presented research agenda to investigate in-
triguing in web cluster systems: (i) providing proactive distribution, (ii) Analyzing
user access patterns at web server side, (iii) applying adaptive prefetch rate in web
cluster systems, (iv) estimating the available bandwidth in wireless networks for web
streaming, and (v) releasing the corrupted web streaming data at web proxy server.
A. Web Switch Scheme
As the use of cluster systems increases, improving performance has been a critical
issue. In this study, we propose a proactive request distribution scheme, called ProRD,
and compare this with three other policies: WRR, LARD and Ext-LARD-PHTTP
determine the policy that provides best results in terms of efficiency. WRR has a
good load balancing capability, but its locality is so poor that it increases miss rates.
In order to reduce the miss rates and improve secondary storage scalability, LARD
can be used.
However, for large websites with immensely huge dataset, where caching consid-
erable website content becomes impossible, performance of LARD degrades. Thus,
we propose ProRD that employs ProActive locality-based and prefetch-aware request
distribution which is complemented by prefetching at the backend servers. Such dy-
namic reconfiguration of the mining usage data in the web server’s cache becomes
a significant factor for the contribution of the performance the system. The simula-
tion results with original website logs indicate that our system provides considerable
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improvement in the performance of the system.
B. Web Prefetch Scheme
Rapid growth in the number of web users and current HTTP frameworks makes it
difficult to improve the performance through a prefetch scheme. Also, the access
pattern of a web server system is not easily predictable because of the web cache
mechanism and web object configuration. For proper web prefetching in a cluster
environment, we introduce the DPS scheme to obtain the relationship information
of the objects and increase the hit rate of the prefetched data. Also, we propose
the ARC scheme to perform an efficient management of prefetch memory in cluster
environments. Finally, we suggest the MARD to distribute the web workload to
improve the efficiency in web prefetch.
For evaluation, we implement the prototype of web prefetch engine using PAPI
and Apache web server in Linux. Also, we perform the simulation for verifying the
benefit of our scheme in cluster environments. Experimental results show that our
prefetch scheme improves the performance of web cluster systems up to 40% in var-
ious web workloads. There are three reasons for the improved performance of our
scheme. i) Although our prefetch scheme loses the chance to increase the hit rate on
the prefetch memory, it avoids the memory saturation and performance degradation
caused by an excessive prefetching. ii) our prefetch scheme provides the adaptive
prefetch rate at run time to maximize the prefetch benefit. iii) our prefetch scheme
is adopted to the modern web framework and workloads.
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C. Web Streaming Scheme
The internet and wireless home networks have undergone rapid growth which has led
to an increase in streaming services through web system. This increase has necessi-
tated attention to quality of service issues to web clients. The most challenging aspect
of dynamic multimedia streaming service is the adaptive bit rate of each multimedia
stream according to the network status; therefore, in this study, we focus on a method
to estimate the available bandwidth of a wireless link. The method must have the
following characteristics: (a) it should be applicable to real-time applications such as
multimedia streaming services; (b) be simple and effective in estimating the available
bandwidth, and (c) incur low overhead.
We present a new bandwidth estimation method, IdleGap, which can efficiently
calculate the available bandwidth using the information collected from one node in a
wireless network. Our IdleGap is simple and does not incur extra network overhead.
The simulation result shows that our IdleGap outperforms the other probing and
bandwidth estimation methods such as the ProbeGap and Spruce.
In addition, we show how our newly presented ActiveSTB improved the quality
of the streamed media to client using early dropping and bandwidth estimation. We
design an ActiveSTB to consider the challenges of effective usage of the shared wireless
channel, reduction of the latency, and improvement of the QoS. Results demonstrate
our ActiveSTB overcoming these issues by its use of extracting layer info from buffered
stream data using early dropping and bandwidth estimation. Based on results, we
believe the methods implemented in our ActiveSTB module will greatly enhance
the quality of data streamed to clients, thus contributing to increased wireless home
network usage and an increase in the growth of the STB market.
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APPENDIX A
WEB PREFETCH SCHEME
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Fig. 34. Standard Deviation of Distribution (ClarkNet, SpecWeb2005-1,
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Fig. 35. Web Response Time in Prefetch Schemes (NASA, SpecWeb2005-1,
SpecWeb2005-2)
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Fig. 37. Number of Hits on Memory (TAMU, NASA, ClarkNet)
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Fig. 38. Disk Access Time on the Demanding Requests (TAMU, NASA, ClarkNet)
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Fig. 39. Prefetched Blocks (TAMU, ClarkNet, SpecWeb2005-2)
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Fig. 40. Usage of Prefetched Blocks (ClarkNet, SpecWeb2005-1, SpecWeb2005-2)
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APPENDIX B
ADAPTIVE STREAMING SERVICE
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Fig. 41. The Size of Decoded Streams (Bourne Ultimatum, I Am Legend, Simpsons)
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Fig. 42. The Early Dropped Stream (Bourne Ultimatum, I Am Legend, To The Limit)
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Fig. 43. The Indirect Loss (Amazing Caves, Bourne Ultimatum, Simpsons)
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Fig. 44. The Ratio between Sent Size and Decoded Size (Amazing Caves, I Am Legend,
To The Limit)
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APPENDIX C
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Fig. 45. The Size of the Decoded Stream of the Amazing Caves under Various Startup
Delay
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Fig. 46. The Size of the Decoded Stream of the Bourne Ultimatum under Various
Startup Delay
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Fig. 47. The Size of the Decoded Stream of the I Am Legend under Various Startup
Delay
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Fig. 48. The Size of the Decoded Stream of the Simpsons under Various Startup Delay
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Fig. 49. The Size of the Decoded Stream of the To The Limit under Various Startup
Delay
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